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HUSA Organizes Mem~rial To Commemorate
Slain Student's Birthday
By JENNIFER CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer
rince Jones would have celebrated
his 27th birthday March 30. However, the Howard student, who tragically killed in Sept. 2000 by a Prince
George's County Police officer, in
what family, students, the NAACP and Amnesty
International say was a blatant case of racial profiling.
Lawyers for Jones' family are currently pursuing criminal charges against the officer, Carlton
Jones, who fired sixteen bullets from his gun September 1,2000, killing this son of Howard.
"It is your refusal to accept the nature of Prince's
death, that we greatly appreciate. You have a
resolve to make change," said mother Dr. Mabel
Jones after speaking to the University community at a memorial service for Jones last Friday on
the steps of Douglass Hall.
,
Speaking to students and concerned community leaders, Jones commended the collaborative
efforts of the University to keep her son's memory and this injustice in the forefront.
"You have been one of the most dedicated group
of people to keep this matter alive," said Jones.
The Jones case became a national issue, drawing attention to the issue of racial profiling.
Last year following the tragic incident, then
HUSA President Sellano Simmons, led more than
150 students to the steps of the Department of Justice in proiest of police brutality and the Prince
George's County Police Department's classification of the shooting as a "justifiable homicide.
Records from U.S. District Court in Washington show Cpl. Carlton Jones testified in depositions and other court proceedings that his mind has
gone blank about the September 2000 shooting of

Prince Jones, Jr., 25.
Such action from students prompted then U.S.
Assistant Attorney General Bill Lann Lee to meet
with Howard students and administrators in a pri~
vate three-hour forum to discuss police miscon-

duct, brutality, and racial profiling. This year,
HUSA sponsored a celebratory vigil in memory
of Prince and other victims of racial profiling and
police brutality.
During the memorial, Jones' mother also
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Candidates, Administrators
Favor Another Spring Election
, 'ltl
By KERRY-ANN HAMILTON
Hilltop Staff Writer
The uncertainty surrounding the
date of a fourth HUSA election is
the subject of stark debate amongst
student gove1nment and administrators who have pushed to finalize
the race for a new leader as soon as
possible.
The HUSA Policy Board met yesterday to discuss step towards electing a HUSA administration for the
2002-2003 academic year. A deci•
sion was not reached before Hilltop
press time Wednesday, however the
fate of student government is still to
be determined.
The policy board's April 4 th ruling
declared a need for a 51 percent victory in Monday's election in order
to be duly elected. According to
results, the Legacy slate, who
gained more votes would have
needed approxilnately 626 votes in
order the meet the required percentage.
Acting Dean of Student Life and

announced that a University scholarship will be
instituted in her son's name. Jones' family and its
lawyers are also backing legislation that will
require the use of non-lethal ammunition in the
firearms of police officers in order to prevent
another tragedy.
"Prince was well-read, well-traveled and well on
his way to being well-educated. He was the epitome of charisma and charm," said his mother.
A federal judge has granted attorneys for the
farr1iiy pern1is$ion to conduct a psychiatric evaluation of the officer. Prince Georges County has
appealed the decision. No trial date has been set
for the lawsuit.
Court records also show that Carlton Jones was

recently summoned to full-time duty in the U.S.
Military reserves and was no longer in the Washington area.

The Associated Press contributed to this report.

Activities Belinda Watkins, who

Prince Jones
March 30, 1975-September 1, 2000

serves as pri1nary advisor to the cochairs of the Election Committee,
maintains this election process is
unprecedented in her 27 years at the
University.
"'In the past for a run-off election,
a simple majority was required to
win," she said. "In the General Elections, the 51 percent rule was
enforced because there are usually

3 candidates. The percentage gained
by each slate is generally not true
representative of the voting population, so I ~!ways encourage election
chairs to factor in a run-off election
in their budget."
Watkins prefers another spring
election because of the implications
of waiting until the fall. "When we
wait until the fall, there is no HUSA
government in place and there will
be grave consequences if there is a
strict interpretation of the constitution in regard to holding an election
by the second Wednesday in April.
There have been obstacles and
flaws, but students should not suffer," Watkins said.
If an election is not held until the
fall, the HUSA administration will
not potentially get a staff and budget approved until the end of September. This will affect all organizations on campus who receive an
allocation from the HUSA budget.
The Awakening Slate remains
determined to continue the battle to
the end, but like the Legacy slate
they are aware of the implications of
having an election in the fall semes-

ter.
"Based on our platform we had
specific things we wanted to address
during the summer and President
and VP president, such as making
provisions to form a constitutional
committee to reexamine the constitution, make provision for an comprehensive off-campus housing
guide from our website, planning

Please See Elections, AS

Going Once, Twice

HUSA Stages Auction to
Show Slavery Connection
By ASHLEY TRAYNUM
Contributing Writer
What was supposed to be a typical student auction turned into an opportunity to discuss the history of auctioning slaves and its presence in
today's society.
The Howard University S.tudent Association
(HUSA) delivered an "Auction to Remember" in
the Blackbum ballroom Wednesday. The evening
started out with students socializing, enjoying the
music played by the DJ. and anticipating the "new
and different" auction.
Students were bought on stage and sold to the
highest bidder. Auctionees, mostly affiliates of
Howard University Student Association, all went
for above $20.
With exceptions Jay Cooper, host of Teen Summit who sold for $310 and Alex Dixon, HUSA
vice-president sold for a high $1300---so the audience was led to believe.

•
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The evening took a turn when sophomore Hakim
tianson came out wearing chains and a loincloth.
The room went black and a scene from the movie
ROOTS played in the background. Some students
hooted and hollered at the sight of the bare clothed
Hasan, while others were taken aback by the turning events. '
Stefanie Brown, HUSA President, ca1ne to center stage to inform the audience the action had been
staged to reveal how auctions endorse slave auctions and this event was a platform for discussion.
Hakim Hansan stated, "I think it is a paradox that
we go to an HBCU and we have auctions. If
HUSA would have advertised a meeting the same
people that always come would have attended."
Approximately half of the audience left the filled
to capacity room before the discussion could
begin. One of those who left, James Blanton, a
junior history major stated, "I don't appreciate
what HUSA did. They should have come at students correct. The issue is very relevant, but they
should have addressed the issue without lying."

Photo By Melanie Nesbitt
HUSA Vice President Alex Dixon participated in the
much debated auction.

Goldie Patrick, sophomore Theatre Arts major
began the heated discussion by challenging students to be more conscious. Blackburn Director, Ms. McCloud and Brittney Cooper both continued the dialogue with remarks on the daily
manipulation of Howard Students by media. They
charged for the deeper understanding and growth
that needs to be made in each student.
The discussion did not revolve around the issue

Please See Auction,A3

The Cherry Blossoms are here.
It's that time of the year again
and the flowers have started to
grow. Spectators will be out on
the Mall this weekend enjoying
the the Cherry Blossoms.

•

Judging A Book by It's
Pages, Not Cover
BY MAKEBRA ANDERSON

Hilltop Staff W1iter
oseph Hawthorne entered
the 2000 Mr. and Ms.
Howard pageant with the
desire to help students and reach
out to the community. But it was
his long hair and casual style of
dress, uncharacteristic of past
pageant winners, which perpetuated his image to Howard.
"I wasn't openly embraced
because I'm a little different," he
said. "For example, I wore tennis
shoes to the Bison Ball, I ran for
Mr. Howard because I wanted to
do something to 1nake my mom
proud, and I wanted people to see
that you can't judge a book by it's
cover."
Hawthorne said he sensed bitterness over his win. "When I
won, I could feel the dissatisfaction with me winning,"
Hawthorne said. "There was a lot
of miscommunication between
myself and administrators. I
wasn't mistreated by the admin-

J

istration, but I wasn't openly
embraced."
Hawthrone drew praise from the
audience after reciting a thoughtprovoking poem chronicling his
reign as Mr. Howard at the 2001
pageant. The poem also gave new
ammunition to his critics who said
the recital was an inappropriate
representation of the University.

"I won two pageants, but who's
bragging, I'm still the same,
I've been carrying this burden
for a year, and it's time ya 'llfeel
my pain.
Whispers from all directions
designed to kill my name,
Want me to change what I am, f
but 1ny mind will
remain ... "Hawthrone said at the
pageant.
Hawthrone recalls instances
where he was encourage to
change is style.
"When the administration wanted me to cut me hair, I didn't do
it because that's not me,"
Hawthorne said. People should

Please See Spotlight, AS
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Mock Trial
Returns On
Empty Fro~[]
Tournament
By TENIECE THURSTON
Contributing Writer
The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Forensic Society Mock Trial
Team came home empty- handed after attending the National
Championship Intercollegiate
Tournament in Des Moines,
Iowa.
This year's tournament hosted
64 teams from all across the
country including Drake University, McCalester University,
and University of North Alabama. Other teams competing in
the eastern region included University of Maryland, Duke University, University of Central
Florida, and Florida A&M University.

However, the competition
proved to be tough. Howard
competed in 4 rounds of competition, resulting in a record of 2
wins and 6 losses, leaving frrst
place to Iowa State.
The team put in long hours of
individual and team practices
working on their skills for the
courtroom. 3-4 days of practices each Week were endured as
the team prepared for their frrst
national competition.
The rookie team was comprised of three freshman, three
juniors, and one senior. Only one
member had been to a national
competition before so the fact
that they qualified was good in
itself.
The team did place second in
the regional competition held in
February, which landed them
their bid for the national compe-

tition. Unfortunately, the team
wasn't able to come away with a

win this time around.
Nonetheless, the team now
knows what to expect at competitions and can concentrate on
improvements that need to be
made. Members and coaches
alike are happy with the team's
accomplishment.
"I'm proud of everyone. I
plan to work harder for next year
to hopefully bring home some
trophies," notes freshman political science major Melody Louis.
Team members expected to
compete against the best and
they got exactly what they bargained for. Some of the team
found the competition shocking
and noticed that many of the
teams competed differently than
those from the east coast.
Still team members found the
tournament to be very educational and look forward to competing again next year.
"The team did well for the most
part but we have the potential to
do better," says junior political
science major Kawanna King.
"We [the team] will use everything we learned and apply it to
next year's national competition
and hopefully bring it home to
Howard," continues King.
Louis was the only team member nominated for an All-American award. Her nomination for
the All-American Witness award
is evidence of the promise this
team holds. "I'm excited about
the level of talent our freshman
have. She exhibits the type of
student we are proud to have on
the team," comments coach and
professor Dr. Felicia Walker.
The University's Mock Trial
Team ends this year with wins
from 2 of 3 competitions. They
look forward to closing out the
year with senior send-offs and
are ready to begin a new season
next year with tryouts beginning
in the fall.

End of an Era

The Hilltop
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Battle at Blackburn
By STEPHANIE JOY TISDALE
Contributing Writer
The School of Communications Student Council and the Barbara Jordan Legal Communications Society presented "Artistic Freedom and
the Artist," a panel discussion regarding the
censorship
of
feminist
poet/activist/actress/playwright Sarah Jones
Tuesday in the Blackbum Auditorium.
The program featured Jones and her legal representation from the People for the American
Way Foundation, who gave an overview of the
case.

The controversy began in May 2001, when the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
fined KBOO-FM, a public radio station in
Portland, Oregon for airing Jones' poem, "your
revolution." The poem is a spin off of Gil Scott
Heron's infamous piece, "The Revolution Will
Not Be Televised," in which Jones attacks the
misogyny portrayed in rap music. The FCC
claims that the poem, which Jones recorded in
Europe, is "indecent" and features "offensive
sexual references." The station was fined
$7,000 and other stations then refused to play
the song for fear of similar repercussions.
However, Jones feels that the FCC is singling
her out as a feminist member of the hip-hop
community. She contends that the lyrics of
"your revolution" are simply the rewording of
the lyrics of popular rappers with a more positive and uplifting message. The poem makes
direct references to certain rappers saying,
"your revolution will not be you/ smackin' it
up, flippin' it, or rubbin' it down/ nor will it
take you downtown or humpin' around/
because your revolution will not happen
between these thighs." Jones was adamant in
expressing her love and admiration for hip-hop.
She said, "I wrote 'your revolution' because

I'm a hip-hop head and I grew up listening to
it. I just wanted to hear some kind of alternative."

The song was played for the crowd of mostly
Howard students, who responded with a generous applause. Jones said that the actions of
the FCC prove that it is "Culturally insensitive
and anti-hip-hop." She went on to say that with
the FCC's censorship of her lyrics, "Hip-hop
as a political tool is being compromised." She
dischssed the issue of media conglomerates,
•

whic~ in her opinion dominate the airwaves

with p~e-packaged listening material that lacks
diversity. She said ''It's like McRadio everywhere y9u go: hip-hop is much larger than this
corporate take-over one strain hip-hop."
Jones said that her song is "Almost a feminist
battle-poem, I'm coming back and I'm saying
'NO'!" She went on to note her disgust at how
Black women are portrayed in rap lyrics claiming that, "If I'm going to 'Back that !hang up,'
I'll let you know. You don't have to tell me
when and where to back up anything!" In the
poem, Jones takes the lyrics of rappers like LL
Cool J and Foxy Brown via'Jay-Z, and refutes
the notions derived from their words. The
recorded poem then samples the music of these
rappers, reminding the listener of the original
song.
Goldie Patrick, founding member of FRESH
(Females Representing Every Side of Hiphop) noted that, "Reading it, I didn't feel the
connection to the songs, but hearing it I did."
Jones strived for this connection, which she
describes as, "A tradition in hip-hop, a call and
response, a dialogue."
The People for the American Way have taken
the case pro bono due to what they claim is a
gross injustice. Genia Wright, the president of
the School of Communications Student Council and hostess of the forum, said that the People for the American Way are "A premier civic

Photo Courtesy of sarahjonesonline.com
Hip-hop feminist Sarah Jones spoke about her struggle with censorship over here poetry.

'

organization. They have done so many things
to protect our freedom." Cu1Tently, Jones is in
the process of taking legal action against the
FCC for the suppression of her First Amendment right to free speech. She mentioned that
the censorship has resulted in the slander of her
name, which has left her highly offended.

However, Jones has continued to perform her
one-woman show "Surface Transit," which
features the poem. The show will run at the
Kennedy Center's AFI Theater until April 21,
with student discounts available upon request.

Yard Snapshots
'

'
Students flocked to the yard this week to enjoy several days of swmy,
spring weather. The District experienced temperatures near 70 after days
of rain. Temperatures are expect to reach 62 degrees today.

-Photos by Vince Smith

HU Amnesty International Presents ''Women in Prison''
By STEPHANIE JOY TISDALE
Contributing Writer
As a part of the organization's "Criminal Injustice Week" the
Howard chapter of Amnesty International presented an information session on female incarceration in America on Tuesday
in Locke Hall's Smart Room
The group kicked off the week with a Juvenile Injustice discussion Monday and will conclude with a protest against federal executions at the U.S. /nJustice Department today at
4:30pm.
The program began with a mini-lecture by Susan Galbraith,
the President and Executive Director of Our Place, an organization dedicated to the rehabilitation of fe1nale ex-prisoners.
According to the group's newsletter "Finding Our Place," the
organization's mission is to "provide women who have been in
the criminal justice system the support and resources they need
to resettle in the community, reunite with their families, and find
decent housing and jobs." Galbraith, who spent 15 years as a
lobbyist on Capitol Hill, discussed the influx of female prison_
ers due to mandatory-minimum sentencing. This legislation
requires that females found in the possession of a controlled subI

stance receive a mandatory sentence of a minimum of 15 years.
Galbraith noted that, "Increasingly, non-violent offenders end
up doing J'ong-term sentences." Our Place provides information for the women relating to their rights while incarcerated and
serves as a catalyst towards successful rehabilitation of women
prisoners once they are released. She said that 1nany politicians
do not view female incarceration as a pressing issue and that
"There is nothing set up to prevent poor women of color from
going back into the criminal justice system."
The Howard members of Amnesty International presented a
skit, dramatizing the experiences of women incarcerated for
crimes relating to their economic situation, drug addiction and
defensr against domestic abuse. Dressed in all black and wearing black veils, the female students described the sexual and
physical abuse that occurs in America's prisons through first person narratives, which left the audience of Howard University
and area high school students completely silent.
The program ended with a presentation by Chino Hardin, a 21year-old ex-offender from New York. Hardin gave a raw depiction of her youth, which has been deeply affected by herl6 arrests
and her incarceration 8 times. Chino expressed her disgust for
the criminal justice system saying that, "I am a prison abolitionist. I don't believe in prison, I don't believe in the system."
She told the audience the stories of her past, describing the

attempts to rape her and her own attempted suicide while in
prison. Hardin, who works for the Prison Moratorium and Justice for Youth Projects in New York, noted that, "Every dollar
that comes out of education goes straight into the prison." She
said that while she often gets discouraged, it is impo1tant that
Howard Students, "Organize, that's where the power is."
Fatima Doubakil, a graduating senior Political Science Major
and Vice-Coordinator for HU Amnesty, explained that the organization is, "Very critical of the criminal injustice system." She
noted that, "Women are the fastest growing population in prison
and Black women are 8 times more likely to be in prison than
white women." Fatima stressed the impo1tance of Howard's
involvement, saying that "It's important and we need to be conce1ned. This is an alert and we need to take action especially as
college students." The sizeable amount of Howard students in
attendance proved that Howard students are disturbed by the status quo. Ariane B., a sophomore Public relations major said,
"There's so many things I don't know and I feel this will help
me find out what I need to know." Her own presence there, however, was not enough to satisfy her expectations. She noted,
"There should be a whole lot more people here because this
affects everyone."
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HUSA Stages Auction to Show
Slavery Connection
From Auction.A I
of auctioning, as much as how some
felt HUSA tricked students. Sha•
reem Wise, biology major stared, "
I liked the set up of the show, but ir
was like they were insulting students. It was like students weren't
on rhe same level of consciousness."
While some students were upset
about the change, others were happy

10 discuss the issue.
Amanda Brown, dual political science and economics major stated. "
The auction did what it sci out to do.
Too many people concentrated on
the circumstances provoking the discussion (sayin g 1hey had been
tricked). The purpose was 10 make
people aware and bring 1he issue 10
the attention of the students body.''

Stefanie Brown, HUSA Pre,ident.
goes on 10 say. "People wi ll call ii
trickery. but HUSA needed people 10
tum oul 10 discuss this issue. I know
they took away a different mindset
on the issue."
All perishable goods contributed to
the auct ion will be donated to
Manha'~ Table.

Milano
Earn a Master of Science degree in:
• Urban Policy Analysis and Managemen t
• Human Resources Management
• Nonprofit Management
• Health Services Management and Policy
• Organizational Change Management

hout outs to fill this space. They'll only stop after I'n1 gone. Thanks
my staff. Keep hope alive for what I told y'all. One 1nore Frida)I
ssue to go and we are finish. I can't wait. Two more editorial 1neet
gs, no more budget 1neetings(Thank God). Thanks for all who staye
or your resilience.

Ph.D. degree:
•
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Computer Addictions
Harmful, Expert says
By M EG KOCIEMBA
The Daily Free Press (Bos1on U.)
(U-WIRE) BOSTON - The
high-speed lnlernel lines found in
nearly every donn room and residence on campus can be a blessing
for studen1s whose compulers are a
central 1001 for communication and
schoolwork. Por other sludenls, the
compu1er becomes more 1han a tool
- ii becomes an addiction.
Computer addic1ion in1erferes
wi1h sleep cycles, time devo1ed 10
homework and hurts relations with
friends, according to Dr. Maressa
Hecht Orzack, a Harvard University psychologist and founder of the
Computer Addiction Services at
McLean Hospital in Belmont.
Orzack said college students are

and they get our of control," she
said.
The signs of an addiction in college studems include the loss of
relationships, failure 10 meet goals
in school and the failure 10 be able
10 leave the computer alone. In addition, addicted students may lie by
pretend ing 10 be someone e lse
online.
'"And it's nol jus1 the chatting,"
Orzack said. '"It's the role-playing
games ... !hey call Everquest, ·evercrack.' [Role-playing games] take
up a l01 of time. The real problem is
like an eating disorder, you can't
jusl ICU people 10 Slop. The Digi1al
Age, these people grew up v. ith it."
Compuler addiction can also put a

strain on roommate relations.
according 10 Onack. Tensions arise
when one roomma1e is always in the

Campus U.S.A.
Boston U.
particularly vulnerable 101be fantasy world of interactive gaming, saying she has "had numerous parents
ask about their children flunking
oul because of the game Everqucst."
Everquest is a role-playing game
sel in an inactive fantasy world 1ha1
allows players to team up over 1he
Internet and complete missions.
Everquesl has no lop level or ending.
S1uden1s who develop a computer
addiction tend 10 be those students
who are bored, shy or unable to
handle their first rime away from
home, so they tum to the computer
to interact with familiar friends,
Orzack said.
While most people use the computer 10 search for a particular article or to check e-mail, computer
addicts use the computer to escape
into a fanmsy world, according to
Orzack. They have low self-esteem,
and arc looking for ways to lower
their anxiety level.
"There is invariably something
going on with them," Onack said.
For these shy individuals, the
Internet makes things exciting.
These studen1s, said Orzack,
"don't go to social activities. They
stay in their rooms."
Orzack said recent studies have
shown 1here is so much required
computer use that students don't
have to go our for any reason, such
as getting grades at the end of the
semester. By getting grades online,
studen1s miss out on a key college
social experience-waiting around
with peers to get grades.
'"ll's more efficient for the administration, but not necessarily better
for the scudent," Orzack said.
Computer addiction is harmful to
students because !hey don't get 1heir
work done and their sleep cycles are
interrupted, Orzack said. Students
who tum 10 their computers right
after class, if they go to class at all,
tend to lose rela1ionships with their
peers because they don't go out with
friends. In some cases, hygiene also
suffers and students neglect 10 exercise.
"It's an addictive behavior. Seudents use something co01pulsively

room on !he computer, giving the
ocher roommate little private time
and, in cases where the computer is
shared, no chance to check their
own e-mail.
The phenomenon of instant messaging a friend or roommate who is
nearby is a cause for concern
because it may be indicative of a
larger problem of a student who
cannot handle simple srudem in1erac1ions, Orzack said. Students who
make it through !heir first year of
school fine can still develop depression or bipolar disorders in their
second year.
Ocher signs of studen1s in trouble
include people who s leep all day,
and people who bring their food
back to the donn room on a consistent basis. avoiding socializing wi1h
other students in dining halls.
Trea1men1 of computer addiction
cannot call for abs1inence. Accord•
ing to Orzack, there is a great deal
of very structured work. There is
also a gender difference in addictions that has to be treated separately. Men and women, said Orzack, "play different games, but can be
just as addicted."
Men 1end 10 be addicted 10 more
violent games while women are
drawn to more intellectual games
like Solitaire and Freecell. Women
are also more likely 10 be addicted
to chats and on li ne shopping.
Ellen Rosoff, a junior in !he College of Communication. said she
had to "delete Snood her freshman
year. because I knew I couldn't get
any work done." '"No one in my
suite s1udied for finals last spring
because we were all trying to beat
Snood," she said.
Justin Lillis, a junior in the College
of Arts and Sciences, said computers are more helpful than hannful.
"I can write a paper while on 1M
because I can ask people for help ...
and it helps me socially plan and gel
friends 10gether," he said. '"At the
college level. you should be able to
balance your 1ime between work
and IM."

Harvard Dean Raises Doubts Over
Outkast Concert
them myself," lllingworth said.
the Harvard name a11ached to it," she added.
"I want to make it clear I haven'! forbidden anyBefore 1he HCC can bid on a band, as for the
1hing yet," he continued. "I just want 10 hear
May concert and Springfes1, its choice must be
more about them."
approved by the office of the Dean of the College.
lllingworth said thac, whi le many controversial
University Presidem Lawrence H. Summers
U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE. Mass. - The Harvard
speakers come to Harvard, concertS are of more announced in Pebruary that his office would coC~ncert Commission .(HCC) may have another concern "because a concert is open to a 101 of peo- sponsor Springfes1 this year, a pledge 1ha1 raised
hurdle 10 clear in i1s attempts to bring hip-hop
pie."
questions about the level of influence the admingroup Ou1kas1 to the Bright Hockey Center for a
He added that the choice of a band for the conistration would have in choosing a band and proconcert it has planned for May.
cert is especially important because of the con- ducing the even1.
In an e-mai l sen1 Tuesday 10 Undergraduate cerns of the athletic department - the early May
''When bids arc made for large amounts of
Council President and HCC head Sujean S. Lee, event will be the first time in recent memory that
money we need 10 approve of that in advance,"
Associate Dean of the College Da;id P. llling- a concert will be held in the Bright Hockey Cenlllingworth said.
worth expressed concern about the hip-hop ter.
Lee es1ima1ed !hat Outkast will cos1 between
group's lyrics.
Some HCC members expressed concern about $60,000 and $65,000, and an additional $30,000
Illingworth wrote that other College and athlel•
the con1en1s of lllingworth's e-mail.
in produc1ion costs.
ic de~artment administrators said they were conHCC board member Gila D. Jones said she was
Lee said she was not overly worried wi1h lllingcerned that Outkast's "language may not be worried the Universi1y was trying 10 take control worth's e-mail, saying she expec1s HCC will be
acceptable for many audiences, and also that, of HCC for its own purposes.
able to assuage lllingworth's concerns.
reportedly, "Rosa Parks once sued the group." . - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ " I think overall the caution Dean Illingworth
"Thesecommentscauseme1oworry that Outhas shown has been comple1ely jus1ified. Pora
kast may not be 1he best group for .the Concert
university these concertS are not a small deal •·
Commission to bring 10 campus," he wrote.
Lee said. "When you select an artist, you don't
The lawsuit Illingworth referred 10 was 61ed by
want an artist chat is offensive or inappropriate.
the famed civil rights activist for compensation
The concert commission is going to assure him
from lhe group for !he use of her name in 1he 1illc
that Outkast is a quali1y performer."
of !he song "Rosa Parks," which was not about
While other bands, including Guster, Jurassic
her. The case was dismissed in November 1999.
5 and the Goo Goo Dolls have been discussed as
Illingworth said Tuesday that concerns arc nor
options. Lee said she is committed to bidding for
based on Outkast being a hip-hop group but on
"Wi1h this and Springfest, it's like they are mak- and bringing Outkast to campus.
their lyrics.
ing [concens] theirs," Jones said. 'This is a pres"We conducted a survey and Outkas1 won by a
··It's all hearsay, but I hear that they may not be sure on our ability 10 choose a band 10 come to
pretty large margin," Lee said. "We understand
the most acceptable of the bands in terms of Ian- campus."
Iha! student sentiment is for Outkast and thm' is
guage ... but J don't know that for sure. People
"The deans have the impression !hat they are who we are really pushin~ for."
have told melhey'veseen Web sites, J haven'1 seen
kind of sponsoring the event, as if the concert has
By J OSEPH P. FLOOD
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
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Israeli, Palestinian Backers Clash During
UC-Berkeley Rally
ers viewed Students for Justice in Pales1ine's deciwhen she accused Israel of "racist, apartl1eid pracsion to proceed with the rally, despite the day's sig- tices."
nificance 10 the Jewish communi1y, as a s lap in the
Subsequent speakers continued in a similar fashface.
ion, demanding Israel end its military occupation
"We sent messages through the Office of Student of Pak~tine and UC divest itself of Israeli holdings.
(U-WIREl BERKELEY, Calif. - Tension
Life to(Students forJusticein Palestine) about !he
Will Youmans, also a member of the pro-Palesbe1ween University of California-Berkeley sup- significance of this day,"' Barnes said. ''They had
tinian group, lhought the rally provided for a proporters of Israel and Palestine soared 10 alarming lhe opportunity to move lheraUy and !hey refused,"
ductive discussion.
heights Tuesday as a noon rally prompted activists
He noted a similar student group at UC-Los
"'Heated debates are not a bad thing." Youmans
to trade fiery accusations and slurs and resulted in
Angeles had done so at the request of Jewish Stu- said. 'The majority of the ideas were intelligent and
the takeover of Wheeler Hall.
dent groups on that c.1mpus.
intellectual."
Seventy-nineprotesterswerearres1edduringlhe
Students for Justice in Palestine leaders con•
But some students said the rally was consis1en1
five-hour siege of the central campus building.
tended, in the spirit of Deir Yassin. the rally aimed
wilh an increasingly hostile attitude toward Jews
The rally, organized by the campus group Stu- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ on campus.
dents for Justice in Palestine, drew approxi''Theyfosteredaclimateofhateandnn1ima1ely 1,000 people to Sproul Plaza, where heatSemitism on campus," Israel Action Corned debates erupted sponmneously in the audience.
mittee member Oren Lazar said.
One man could be heard denouncing an Israeli
The unspoken fear on behalf of many was
supporter as "a fucking Nazi," and chants of
the lingering possibility of violence, which
··Stop the suicide bombings" rippled throughout
seemed to be validated by !he visible presthe crowd.
cncc maimained by UC police throughou1
At its low point.crowd members waved Israeli
the afternoon, as well as by Berkeley, Calif.,
nags and shouted "sacrilege," "anti-Semite,"
Mayor Shirley Dean.
"shame" and "fuck you" amid a general uproar
" I am here 10 urge people 10 come and have
as speaker Micah Baian1, a Jewish supporter of
a civil discussion," Dean said. "I am urging
Palestine, invoked the kaddish - a traditional
to condemn the racially mo1ivated slaughter of everyone 10 remain calm."
Jewish prayer of mourning - in honor of Pales- innocents, and as such not only did not connict with
The fighting never went fu rther than words,
tinians who had been killed in the conflict.
the aims of Holocaust Remembrance Day but reinprompting some 10 declare the event a success.
"Words cannof express my disgus1," said Israel forced them. ·
''Today was a tremendous success." Dean of StuAction Commiuee President Randy Barnes in
··we condemn an1i-Semi1i~m and we condemn dents Karen Kenney said. "Students on all sides did
response to Bazant. "What he did was an 0111.rage, hate crimes that happen everywhere," said Abdul
a terrific job of controlling the event."
and all I can say is shame on him."
Zahzah. a member of Students for Justice in PalesThe relative calm surprised UC-Berkeley j unior
Animosity between the two groups ran even
tine.'These two eventscomplcmcn1cach other. We Saner Birincioglu.
higher lhan normal Tuesday due an unfortunate remember Jewish victims of the Holocaust,jus1 as
"It was a lot more peaceful than I expec1ed ," he
twis1 of fate. Supporters of Palestine ·annually
we are trying to stop another massacre from hapsaid.
observe the April 9, 1948, "DeirYassin massacre,"
pening in Palestine right now."
After 30 minutes of speakers, rally organizers
where they contend more than 100 Palestinian
Nevertheless. speakers at the rally tended 10 use
announced plans to march on campus. Approxicivilians died at the hands of Zionist militias. To
the issue as a stepping stone for more controver- mately 500 protesters marched 10 abreast from
chem it symbolizes the start of an ethnic cleansing sial demands on Israel, the United States and UC. Sproul Plaza and around Doe library before amvcampaign by Israelis.
One speaker, UC-Berkeley senior Noura Eraka1, ing at Wheeler Hall, where 1hey crowded imo !he
But Tuesday also colncided with the Holocaus1
praised 1he Palestinian people on being ''steadfast foyer of Wheeler Auditorium.
Day of Remembrance, observed annually accord- in their refusal 10 leave' ' Palestine, and drew wild
ing to the Hebrew calendar. Jewish student lead- cheers from the mostly pro-Palestinian crowd
By Jonathan Terhors1
Daily Californian (U. California-Berkeley)
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Selectivity rises at Ivy League Institutions
By Sam J, Cooper
The Dai ly Princetonian (Princeton U.)

(U-WIRE) PRINCETON, N.J. - Prince1on University
admitted only 10.8 percent of applicants for the class of
2006, making !his year's process one of the most competitive on record, Dean of Admissions Fred Hargadon
said in an e-mail.
Harvard University, which admitted 10.5 percent of
applicants, edged out Princeton as the most selective Ivy
League school - as the majority of schools across the
league posted lower acceptance rates than lase year.
Harvard, Yale University, Dartmouth College, University of Pennsylvania, Cornell University and Columbia College all have sent ou1 a surprisingly high number of rejection letters.
Hargadon said last week the University will be inviting
many more musicians and dancers into the class of 2006,
in addition to many international students and minoritic.~.
"I have no doubt that [the class of 2006] will be plenty
bright, plenty talented and plenty interesting, as have been
the preceding classes here at Princeton," he said.
Dartmouth, which saw the largest increase in applicants
for the class of 2006 in the Ivy League, also saw an
increase in international and minority students in i1s

applicant pool of 10,193.
which decreased from the applications for 1he class of
Of those, Dartmouth accepted 2,077, admissions Direc- 2005, according 10 1he office of Dean of Admissions
tor Maria Laskaris said. This competitive pool drove Dart- Willis Stetson.
mouth's ad111i1 rate down from 22.8 LO 20 percent.
Harvard, Penn and Yale initiated or continued using
Despite fear of New York
electronic notification
since the Sept. 11 terrorist,---- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -------, systems to alert applicants

camnus u•s•A•

attacks,Columbia'sapplicant
pool increased,andtheadmitranee rate dropped by half a
J:"
percen1age point from last
year, said Chris Leavell, assiscant director of admissions.
Columbia admitted 1,637 students from 14,137 for the class
of 2006 and mailed acceptance letters to 11.5 percent of
total applicants.
Among other reporting universities, Harvard saw lhe lowest admit rate of 10.5 percent, slightly lower 1hap last
year's 10.7 percent, Harvard spokeswoman Andrea Shen
confmned. Harvard, after seeing a s light increase in
applications, denied admission to more than 17.500 students. This year Harvard notified the 2,068 accepted students by e-mail.
Penn also communicated 10 students electronically. Penn
saw its most competitive admissions cycle for entry into
the class of 2006. This year Penn accepted 3,690, a little
more than 20 percent of the 101al number of applicants,

oftheirresults.
Yale's admiss ion race
dropped by half a percentage point from lase
yearto an al1-1ime low of
13 percent, welcoming
1,459 of the 15,443 applicants, 1he Yale Daily
News reported. Yale Dean of Undergraduate Admissions Richard Shaw was unavailable 10 confinn figures.
Brown University, which ended its nonbinding early
action program chis year, was the only Ivy wi1h a higher
acceptance rate than last year's.
Of the 14,521 applicants for 2006, 1,575 were offered
admission. Hargadon said. Of those, 585 were ad mined
through the early decision program.
Admitted students have until May I to commit.
Brown Dean of Admissions Michael Goldberger actributed 1he higher acceptance rate to the university's recen1
transition from a nonbinding early application to an early
decision program that drew fewer students.

Princeton

This change forces students 10 commit 10 Brown if they
arc offered admission in mid-December.
Early applications to Brown dropped from 5,200 last year
10 1,900 this year, causing an overall decrease in applications compared to last year.
Overall, Brown received 14,606, down from 16,601 for
the class of 2005, Goldberger confinned. Though the
number of applications dipped by nearly 2,000, the
acceptance rate only rose from 16 percen1 to 16.7 percent,
a Brown press release said.
Goldberger and other Brown officials say they worried
recen1 international conflicts would cut into overseas
applicants; however, he said chis was not !he case at
Brown.
'"The predictions tha1 there would be a decline in international applications never happened," he said.
Though Cornell had a s ligh1drop in applications for the
class of 2006, the admission rate across Cornell's seven
schools managed 10 drop from 25.7 percenl to 24.3 percen1, the Cornell Daily Sun reported. Cornell rejected
slightly more than I0,000 students.
Cornell admissions Director Doris Davis was unavailable
10 confinn the figures.
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From Spotlight, A I
remember to be good at whatever
it is you want to do. It's not the
type or work you do that represencs you. it's how well you do
your job that represents you."
Hawthome says Howard shouldn't
always embrace the obvious.
"To provide leadership you have

to underscand whom you are leading,
and this University should be able to
find intelligence in places chat other
people wouldn't" Hawlhomesaid. "I
don' t wam to see or same mold
doing all or the leading. There are
a 101of diamonds in the ruIT, but the
University doesn't look for those
diamonds."
Hawthome currently works at the
Center for the Study of Te,restrial

and Extraterrestrial Acmospberes
(CSTEA). Immediately after graduation, Hawthorne plans to continue
working at CSTEA, become a mongage lender and real estate agent
before owning his own radio-stacion.

The Adventure Of A Lifetime .. Naturally
Join us in our Mission.
Th< Natioll31 Park Smie< has II all. 1k a part
or pjotccting the Nation'sn'4.tU1'2I and

cultural lm1tJr<.<. From the Statue of LJbmy
and lodep,ndence H,11 to Acadia 11:at>ooal
Pm. \\'e h31·e a World of Oppo11Unil)'
awaiting yoa.

If you're looking fo1a g,w work
tn\ironmcm :md a chance to rr.akc a
difftrtncc ,n cite world, thel\'ation,I P:arL
Smic, is lht pl.le< fOt)'OU,

Ranger, Lifeguud, VasitorUse Ass.istant,
Mainienance Worl:tr, or Biological
!t(hnicu.n, 1u~t ro n.arne. aft:1A1 orour exci1ing

Jobs are looucd io parks throughout th•
Nort~tast Rtgion, from Maine to West
Vugioia with l<>tations in major cities, ruril
,nd ooasial mas. Go,~rnment housing nuy

jobs

be •nia1Jable.

The N, 11orud P,rks.tv1« also has a lim:t«l

number ofSludent Tr.in« politjons in th<
Srudenr Career ~ •icnet Prog1>m (SCEP),
• hich provf<lcs 1rwing relaiecfco your
academic fi<ld of study Youcan work during
1-.ca1ion periods 1<-ttile gettingJ·our deg,ee,
and ha1~ • chance to be pb<c m a career
posic,onwlltn )OU gcaduate. lnd,catc iqyour
«wer l<ttcr if you are inrcr<Stcd in the SCEP

STUDENT EMPLOYM ENT

prog,am.

If )'OU are awdeot worbng on an
uooersrod•Ja(C or gradu•te degre,, )'OU can
b< hiri-J ,n our Soi dent Tempomy
Emplovment Pcogr.,m (STEP) ,,, seasonol
and ttinporJ..9' jobs for 1he summ~r o( 1002.
You may qualify as a ParkGuide, Park

lo "!'PIX submit artsume or • federal job
applicujon (OF-612). You can ••mail your

Make The Nalural D«ision. Join The
National Parle Strvicc.

Tht N, tiorul Park S.11·><• mes for special
places sa1·e<l by 1he Amcricln p,op:, so that
aU nuy experien« oor heri1a;:e.

r~u.me to 1tC\'CD.ga:uano@nps.gov or
maU to Regional Recruicer, NPS, 15 Slate

'
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New Election Date
Hangs in Balance
From A l
ac1ivi1ies such as the HBCU Conference among ocher chings, having
a fall elections will set candidates
back," said T. Nicole Merrill, vice
presidential candidate.
Genin Wright also agrees that,
under the best circumstances, a
spring election would be most feasible. " If HUSA officers are put in
place by che end of this spring
semester, we will have the summer
lo plan. Waiting until the fall, is
going to be a hindrance," Wright
said.
Wright has been harshly criticized
as bias because she serves as a
member of the policy board and is
a HUSA presidential candidate. "I
chink as humans, we are inherently
biased. Roberts Rules of Order,
which govems our parliamentary
procedures doesn't stace when there
is a connict of interest one should
abstain their vote. As policy board
members, we were elected by cl!e
students. They should 1rus1 us to
make decisions with their interest at
hcan. DOI ours," Wright said.
Meagan Moore. Election Committee co-chair asscns that the commiucc is unbiased and would like

Life moves you in many directions.
"'"'
Doctor. Teacher. CPA. 2g
ON
Lawyer. Artist. Producer. E~
"'"'0 .,.,0
Writer. Social Worker. Fireman. _..Q

uu

Monday's election to stand. "We
did everything possible to have a fair
process, to prevent any funher discrepancies. I think the Policy Board
is voting based on emotions. The
decision creates so many problems,
what if we don't get 51 percent in
the next eleccion, there will be a
fifth election. It is getting way ouc of
hand," Moore said.
Some Students have already
become frustrated with the process.
one such student is Marie Dale,
junior telecommunication management major.
"I jusc think that it's ridiculous to
have a founh election because people are tired of voting. and the voces
counted this time around will not be
a very good representation of lhe
opinion of the student body, people
are just tired of this election," Dale
said.
Freshman, Kunmi Otitoju, is he.i.itant about voling in another election
this year. "I might vote again, if it is
convenient for me, but J wonl be as
keen as I was before we are moving
cowards the end of the semester,
there is so much on mind," said Otitoju, systems and computer science
major.

Computer
Addictions
Harmful, Says
Expert
By Meg Kociemba

The Oaj)y Free Press (Boston U.)

All plan to use AT&T to keep in touch . .

•Take AT&T along witl) you .••
and arrive with up to 4 hours of calling on us!
It's time to plan your next move-who you'll room with, what classes you'll take
how you'll stay in touch with all your friends. Ask for AT&T .when you sign up for
phone service and then add the AT&T College Plan,

Here's what you get with the AT&T College Plan:
• All direct-dialed domestic calls ore just 7¢ a minute, all the time, including stole-to-stole,
in-state long distance, ond local toll calls' - all for a low ·monthly fee .. of $3. 95
• Up to 4 hours of calling on us - just for signing up
- 2 hours off your AT&T Long Distance bills: up to 30 minutes a month for four months1
- PLUS a 2 hour prepaid AT&T Phone Card: with up to 120 minutes of domestic calling11

can

1 B77•COLLEGE x 1B731
click att.com/college/Plan

~

AT&T

Alex Dixon, the currenl HUSA
vice president assures students 1h31
they will receive full suppon from
both himself and HUSA president
Scephanic Brown.
"I urge students noc 10 become dishcanened by the s1uden1 government; ii is a test. we will work it out.
Stephanie and I are prepared to do
all it takes to have faith restored in
student govemmen1. If that means
excending our term unti l a new
administration is put in place, we
will. We are here for the students,"
Dixon said.
Ed Wagaba. sophomore, marketing major heeds to Dixon's plea. ·•
If chey deem icnecessary 10 vote for
a founh time, it is our responsibility 10 act accordingly because I don't
feel the quali cy and validity of the
eleccion should be compromised
because of s1uden1 lack of willingness 10 endure this ex tended
process," Wagaba said.
In our Tuesday issue. we will provide an updace from last night's Policy Board meeting.

ru-WIRE) BOSTON -The highspeed ln1eme1 lines found in neru-ly
every dorm room and residence on
canipus can be a blessing for students whose computers are a central
tool for communication and schoolwork. For other students, the computer becomes more than a tool - it
becomes an addiction.
Computer addiction interferes
with sleep cycles, time devoted to
homework and huns relacions with
friends, according to Dr. Maressa
Hecht Or7.ack, a Harvard University
psychologisc and founder of the
Computer Addktion Services at
McLean Hospital in Belmont.
Orzack said college students are
panicularly vulnerable to the fantasy
world or imeracti ve gaming, saying
she has "had numerous parents ask
about their children flunking ouc
because of the game Evcrquest."
Everquesl is ~ role-playing game
sec in an inactive fantasy world thnc
allows players to team up over the
lntemet and complete missions.
Everquesc has no top level or ending.
Scudents who develop a computer
addiction tend to be those students
who are bored, shy or unable to handle their first time away from home,
so they tum to the computer 10 interact with famiUar friends, Orzack
said.
While most people use the computer 10 search for a panicular article
or to check e-mail, computer addicts
use the computer to escape into a
fantasy world, according to Orzack.
They have low self-esteem, and are
looking for ways to lower their anxiety level.
"There is invariably something
going on with them," Orzack said.
For these shy individuals, the
Internet makes things excicing.
These students, said Orzack,
"don't go to social activities. They
stay in their rooms.''
Orzack said recent studies have
shown there is so much required
compucer use chat students don't
have to go ouc for any reason, such
as getting grades at the end of the
semester. By getting grades Online,
scudcnts miss out on a key college
social experience - waiting around
with peers 10 get grades.
"It's more efficient for the administration, but not necessarily better
for the student," Orzack said.
Computer addiction is hannful 10
students because they don' t get their
work done and their sleep cycles are
interrupted, Orzack said. Students
who cum to their computers right
after class, if they go to class at all,
tend 10 lose relationships with their
peers because they don't go out wich
friends. In some cases, hygiene also
suffers and students neglect to exercise.

"It's an addiccive behavior. Students use something compulsively
and they get out of control," she said.
The signs of an addiction in college students include the loss of relationships, failure to meet goals in
school and cbe failure to bl: able 10
lea, e the computer alone. In addition, addicced students may lie by
precending 10 be someone else
online.
''And ic's not just the chauing,"
Orzack said. "It's the role-playing
games ... they call Everquest, •Evcrcrack.' [Role-playing games) rake up
a lot of time. The real problem is like
an eating disorder, you can't just teU
people to stop. The Digital Age.
lhesc people grew up with it."
Computer addiction can also put a
strain on roommate relations. accord•

ing 10 Orzack. Tensions arise when
one roommate is always in che room
on the computer, giving the other
roommace liule privace time and. in
cases where the computer is shared,
no chance 10 check their own e-mail.
The phenomenon of instant messaging a friend or roommate who is
nearby is a cause for concern
because it may be indicative of a
larger problem of a student who can001handle simple student interactions, Orzack said. Students who
ma.kc ii through cheir first year or
school fine can scill develop depression or bipolar disorders in their second year.
Other signs of students in trouble
include people who sleep all day, and
people who bring cheir food back to
rhe dorm room on a consiscent basis,
avoiding socializing with other students in dining halls.
Treatment of computer addiction
cannoccall for abstinence. According
10 Orzack, there is a great deal of
very structured work. There is also a
gender difference in addiccions that
has 10 be treated separately. Men and
women, said Orzack. "play different
games, buc can be just as addicted."
Men tend 10 be addicted to more
violent games while women are
drawn to more intellectual games
like Solitaire and Freecell. Women
are also more likely to be addicted to
chats and online shopping.
EUen Rosoff, a junior in the College of Communication, said she had
to "delete Snood her freshman year,
because I knew I couldn't get any
work done.''
"No one in my suite studied for
finals last spring because we were all
trying 10 beat Snood," she said.
Justin Li llis, a junior in the College of Ans and Sciences, said compucers are more helpful than hannful.
"I can write a paper while on IM
because I can ask people for help ...
and it helps me socially plan and get
friends together," he said. "At the
college level, you should be able to
balance your time bee ween work and
IM .,.
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Give us our HUSA Leader!
time, issues arise at the beginning of the year
ith the
when the campus needs a HUSA leader. (see
prospect of a fourth election
Freshman Boom Causes Housing Dilemma
on the horifor University, District.
zon, stuHilltop, September 4, 2001)
dents are left to wonder
.
Secondly, with incoming
when the campus will
freshmen who will know
know who our next HUSA
nothing about the slates or
leader will be. When will
issues, candidates
this madness end? In a
An election should be campus
must reach out to them and
Hilltop article on Tuesday,
held before the school remind returning students
candidate Genia Wright
about their slates. This
was quoted as saying her
year ends.
means more money, time
campaign was "tired, but
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' and effort. With this addinot burnt out." Well, stutional campaigning, will the General Assemdents are tired. Understandably, if the HUSA
bly continue to hand out the students' money
Constitution says that one candidate must
for the election that never ends? The election
reach 51 percent of the vote, then if anything,
should be held before the school year ends.
that rule must be followed. But, will this
Appropriate guidelines should be established
fourth election provide that 51 percent?
to avoid this in future elections. The students
· Now, there is talk of a fall HUSA election.
deserve a leader and the incoming HUSA
This presents not only the students, but also
administration deserves adequate time to prethe candidates with several problems. One,
pare.
no school year should begin without a HUSA
President and Vice-President. From time to

Our View

'

are
et us get this straight. Khalfani

•

uit

everyone else on your staff has school to

worry about as well, but you, who is supposed to be their leader, cracks under the
pressure. How does that look?
quitting.
This is why we here at the The Hilltop hope
In a story that ran in The Hilltop on Tuesthat you were just being emotional and talkday, Walker stated, "I am no ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ i n g off of the top of your
longer the Elections Co-Chair.
head when you said that you
I am a graduating senior. I
were quitting: You are apart
have academic and other priKhalfani Walker of the reason why this elecorities [to handle] before I
needs to follow tions catastrophe is happengraduate on May ll'h." Is he
ing. Blame can be placed
for real?
through and finish the everywhere, but it all starts at
Is this the same man who
· bh
tart d
the top of the General ElecJO
eS e ·
tions Committee, which is the
h as collected the money the
General Assembly agreed to
office you head. If you had
pay him when.he was elected,
- made sure all the booths were
just to quit because there is
checked, no one would have
going to be a fourth election?
double voted. If you had
Well, you can't quit at the
included more people in your
end, and if you do that makes you a very poor
budget, and had taken less
leader. That is rather weak: to get this far into
money for yourself, you would have had
the elections just to leave the job solely to
more people to help you out. It is not good
Meagan Moore, who was selected as the
enough to get someone else to come in and
other Co-Chair. She wasn't the only one gettake your place because you are frustrated.
ting a check.
You knew what you were getting into when
Khalfani: You are not the only one who has
you took the job, so finish what you started.
to worry about school and grades, Moore and
Walker, the man who was selected
by the General Assembly to be the
Co-Chair for General Elections is

I George, Oubya propose a tax on evil.
Now you ask, "What's evil and why we taxing it?"
Well evil 1$ m1y antknerican ac-tivi-ty.
And We don't like those.
Plus donkeys don't won't taxes, but elephants do.
We both hate evU we all know that's true.
So why not tax "em where it hurts
but don't tax the Jews.-Tbey're from Israel!
•
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What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you
think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality
weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias.
Please a_ddress all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com

The Hilltop. Be Heard.

Our View:

Appeasing the Pedophile
Catholic Church actually did not demand that
or eras now there has been speculapriests not marry until the Dark Ages. Howtion about the Catholic priesthood.
ever, since then, vows of celibacy have
Although these men take vows of
become a part of the Catholic Church, and
celibacy upon answering the call to
they should not be forced to change what is
be married to God, it appears that many of
now tradition for the men who are incapable
them are incapable of suppressing their sexuof suppressing their desires.
al desires. As a result of this, some priests
Prior to entering the
have broken their vows by
priesthood, a man knows
engaging in homosexual
that he needs to think long
and/or heterosexual activity.
and hard about what he's
Still, some have gone further
than participating in consen- · If a priest is incapable doing; he is in fact making a
lifetime commitment to God
sual sexual activity, as there
of keeping his vow of and is wedded to him alone.
continues to be cases of
pedophilia activity having
celibacy then he needs If a priest is incapable of
keeping his vow then he
taken place between priests
to
leave
the
Catholic
needs to leave the Catholic
and children in the church.
Church and look into anothChurch.
Currently, a priest is being
er denomination if he still
accused of having molested
wishes to teach the word of
at least 50 children.
God. The Catholic Church
Due to the sexual
and Catholics need not
deviance of these priests,
make excuses for priest who act out of charmany people are calling for the Catholic
acter and molest children and fornicate. In
Church to allow priests to marry as a prevenfact, it is likely that if a man were going to
tive measure. Although this may help to
reduce the number of priests who are commit- molest children, he would have done it
whether he was married or not. The church
ting fornication, it is not a viable solution.
should have to break a tradition simply
Many may argue that it is not mandated biblibecause some men cannot keep their vows.
cally for disciples of God to take vows of
celibacy, although it is recommended. The

•
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Wally Cambridge

Raymond Watson
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s I sit and look across the yard, I can look into the eyes of people that pass by and their faces read: "For some reason I'm just
not happy here." "Is there anybody that I actually trust to open
up to?" I see people ask one another, "How you doing?"
and "What's going on 1nan?" They may answer with a "Great!" or "I'm
doing good, doing good," but if you look at what's underneath you may
see a whole different story. I myself sometimes ask people how they're
doing and I know they're lying when they say "Great!" but the question
that I'm asking with this article is just this: If I claim to be something, can
you tell, does it show? If I claim to represent someone whose message
was love, peace, joy, happiness, integrity, excellence, and perseverance (to
name a few), do you see these when you see me? When you talk to me, is
this what you hear? When you hear conversations going around, is this
what you hear being passed? Basically, what good is it if I claim to be
something that no one can see?
Why would someone come and open up to me if they're fearful of their
life becoming the newest gossip going around? If someone feels they can't
talk to me because I'm so high and mighty, then where are they going to
turn for support? Yes, I may be a member of some Christian organizations
on campus, but if they are the only people that have heard my testimony of
being delivered from serious issues and breaking free from things of my
past, are the people that really ·n eed to hear that message getting it? And
if I see that you're dealing with homosexuality or lesbianism, do I simply
turn back on you and shun you, or do I take the time to get to know you
and listen to your troubles, before I go preaching to you?
As Christians on this campus (I mean those of us that are actually walk-
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''As Christians, if people do not think that
they can talk to us without feeling condemned or looked down upon, are they
going to come to that light?"

I'

Antijuan Jackson

I

'I
'

' ing in it, and not just a familiar face at chapel), we have a responsibility to
be a light for the people to see. As Christians if people do not think that
they can talk to us without feeling condemned or looked down upon, are
they going to come to that light? It is our duty as servants of God to let it
be seen that we "love one another, as God first loved us", and that if someone is feeling down and depressed, that they can see that I have a peace
about myself that they too can have. Simply put, they should be able to
look at me and see a representation of love thatls unconditional, peace
that surpasses all understanding, joy that)fpow.il no limit, and perseverance
that will stand un'11er the fire. But, if they always hear us complaining
about this and complaining about that, are they going to come to that love
and that peace that we should have. And as I pose these questions to us as
a whole, I reflect on them myself as well. Sometimes, we just need to stop

and take look within ourselves to see if we are what we're claiming to be.
Besides, no one ever said doing a realty check within oneself was a bad ·
thing. There's just a lost world that needs to see that change and that new
you after you've checked within yourself. It's up to us to show ,what
unconditional love really looks like.

PLEASE NOTE:
The views expressed on
the Perspective pages of
The Hilltop are the
opinions of the authors
names above them.

They do not reflect the
views of The Hilltop
Editorial Board.
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! Kadine Fynn
I
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do an internship before graduating. Last semester I had the opportunity to network and meet
Education has always played an imporpeople in the business when I obtained an
tant role in my life. However, when it
' was time to attend college, I just did not want to.
internship with Black Entertainment Television.
I had a wonderful learning experience. PersonalAt least, I wanted to attend college, but I just
ly, this internship allowed me to gain first hand
'i wanted to take a break first.
experience in all areas of television production,
'i I grew up on the Caribbean island of Jamaica
and taught me what it takes to work for a multi!1 and started to attend high school at the age of
media corporation. It motivated me, and made
,: eleven. After graduating, at the age of sixteen, I
me believe that I can do it if I really want to.
,! started living in the United States, where attendAs the time draws nearer for graduation I am
,: ed high school for one year. My mother and my
1
,
school guidance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - feeling good
about myself.
counselor took
I know I will
,, turns reminding
miss Howard,
me that time
all my
was running out
friends, and
", for me to
all my
L decide which
I• college I would
favorite proI
fessors. I also
' be attending to
I further my education. I tried my best to get them ready to go out into the world and make my
know that even though my Howard journey is
mark.
about to end, I have a bigger and longer journey
to understand that I was seventeen years old,
The School of Communications has had a great
ahead. Thanks to four years at Howard Universi, and I would like to take a break from school.
impact on me, both academically and career
ty, I am prepared for that journey.
' However, my mother made it clear to me that if
wise. One of the many lessons that I have learnt
When I look back at how I came upon
I did not start applying to colleges, she would do
•
in the School of Comn1unications is the differHoward, I always say thanks to God Almighty. I
it for me.
ence between a thermometer and a thermostat. I
came to Howard because I was running away
Howard University was the only college that I
am a thermostat. I am outgoing and full of enerfrom home and the Lord made me run to
applied to. My main reason for choosing to
gy, and I am ready to produce heat in my career
Howard.
attend Howard University was not because it
path.
My advice to my fellow students is to have a
was a renowned black college, nor was it
My long-term career goals are to develop my
positive attitude and MAKE IT GOOD. No matbecause Howard is one of the top ranking
own television network, similarly to that of Mr.
ter who you are, or where you are from, or what
, schools in America, or even because Howard is
Bob Johnson's, formerly of Black Entertainment
your major is, as long as you are attending
· - ' a haven for producing the very best. I ehoose to
Television. I hope to get involved in the televiHoward University you can do anything. So
: attend Howard University simply because I was
sion industry simply because television has an
whatever you decide to do, pray and work, and
: :[;· running away from home. I had never been to
enormous impact on everyone today, and I think
make it good. I did and I have no regrets.
: ;!f Washington, DC before. And I told my self that
that, contrary to popular belief, this impact can
, , if my mother wanted me to go to college I
Kadine Fynn is a television production major
be a positive one. I would like to consider
: .1' would attend one that was far away from home.
from New York and graduating senior.
myself as someone who does positive influential
: ... To my dismay, Howard was only four short
deeds.
· ,, hours away from NY!
The School of Communications has helped me
• ,. In a few months I will be a Howard University
to be closer to achieving my goals through the
: ' Alumni, and I am barely 21 . I have had four ·
I-· I
courses and classes I have taken, I've been able
,
wonderful years as a student at Howard. Now
to work on numerous productions. I am
; -.,.. r, that
these four years are about to end, I can rem• •
extremely grateful to the School of Communica: '· 1n1sce and say 'been there, done that' without
tions, especially for making it so that one has to
any regrets. Howard has allowed me to grow, to
~"II rowing up, I was never a bad student.

have an opinion, and to be me.
In my four years at Howard, I have met some
of the most wonderful people in the world.
Howard has provided me with a diverse group
of friends and acquaintances. Only at Howard
was I able to meet people who are from places
that I have only dreamed of visiting.
I cannot imagine what it would be like to have
not attended the Mecca. As a student in the
School of Communications majoring in Television Production, I can honestly say that I am

"Now that these four years are about to end, I can reminisce and say 'been
there, done that' without any regrets. Howard has allowed me to grow, to
have an opinion, and to be me. ''

..
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Stop fakin' ... The
Reply (Toned Down and
Shortened Just for You)
•

was both shocked and amazed
(double the trouble) when I
picked up my "free" (I paid
for it in tuition) copy of the
2002 yearbook and read Tina Martinez's view of the Mecca. Her article, entitled wittily "Stop fak:in, "'
was an ode to the fakeness and
fraudulence on this campus. Ms.
Martinez bitterly bemoaned the stu-·
dent body for its coast-switchin',
hard-frontin' attitudes and ways of
behavior and dress. To Tina 'Puerto-Rican Tina' I say "Poor Show!"
The humor sparsely masked the
bitterness of this 'cutting edge' year-

sides, the two sides, of a story to be
right. I · agree that the level of
bulls**t is at an all-time high at this
institution, yet you can't group all
together as one. That would be prejudice, and we can't be prejudice
now can we?
Some people actually wear white
tees because they can't be 'Polo-d
down' at all times. Some people
actually do smoke ridiculous
amounts of cannabis saliva each day,
and have been doing so before they
got here. I'm not'II thug because I do
what I would be doing if I were
home. Thugs don't go to college but
some urban black men actually do.
As long as there is youth and redefinition, people will always aspire to

"Some people actually wear white tees
because they can't be 'Polo-d down' at all
times. Some people actually do smoke
ridiculous amounts of cannabis sativa
each day, and have been doing so before
they got here. ''
book report. First of all a yearbook
is like a time capsule, blessed with
the ability to showcase the thoughts,
ideals and dreams of a student populace: In short, something to be
proud of. I'm not knocking the quality or intention of the writer; I just
think it's not the place for her 'intellectually-stimulating' commentary.
I would be pissed if I were graduating this year and had this basura in
my laminated farce-manual (Read:
yearbook). To be a journalist, you
can't just be biased and haughty,
you actually have to look at both

be what they aren't, but never confuse those people with those who
actually aren't afraid to be who they
are. You don't know where you're
going unless you know where you
come from.
P.S. I still love you Puerto-Rican
Tina

Wally Cambridge is junior TV-Film
double major, electronic studio
minor from Trinidad WI. He has a
3.67 GPA and is on the Dean's list.

By Simone Marie Mason

Racial Injustice: Turning

Anger to Action
Today, the Howard Chapter of
Amnesty International will be meeting at the flag poll at 3 p.m., on the
campus's main yard. From there,
they will depart and head over to the
Department of Justice (DOJ) to
protest the death penalty.
This protest is just one of a multitude that needs to take place at the
DOJ. When it comes to institutional racism, the judicial system is proving that it is still live and well; the
sytem "is faling blacks and other people of color. It has been proven:
blacks are being profiled at a disproportionate rate, and therefore are
more likely to be arrested for any
number of crimes. Blacks are at
least seven times more likely to be
sentenced to prison than whites for
committing any crime. In affect, is
racist legislation that allows people
(almost always blacks ones) to serve
harsher sentences for the distribution
of crack-cocaine than their white
cocaine--selling counterparts, and
sometimes all white juries are deciding the fate of these people, who are
being sent to prison for umeasonable
lengths of time.
Black inmates are monopolizing
the government's lucrative prison
industry. In fact, in 2000, one in
three black men were currently in
prison or on probation or parole,
and the DOJ anticipates that by
2010, more black men between the
ages of 18 and 34 will live behind
bars than outside of them.
When it comes to the death penalty the statistics are just as staggering.
Studies are continuously presenting
concrete evidence that the system is
broken and racially bias. In 1998,
Professor David Baldus and George
Woodworth of the University of
Iowa conducted a study published in
the Cornell Law Review called The
Philadelphia Study. In this study,
they examined the fact that 90 percent of the city's death row inmates
were minorities. The key fmdings of
the study showed: Defendants are
almost four times more likely to be
sentenced to death by jury when
black. Black defendants are more
likely to be sentenced to death than
other defendants. Killers of black
victims are less likely to be sentenced to death than killers of nonblack victims, and had racial factors
been detracted from the process,
blacks would have been 35 percent

•

'

less likely to be sentenced to death.
The findings of this study are not
confined to Philadelphia but are similar to ones in other cities across the
nation.
In vain, the United Nations has
condemned America's racist death
penalty system. The DOJ and our
country's "representatives" are passive at best; it appears that they are
blatantly indifferent, although well
aware of the credible statistics of law
schools like Cornell and Columbia
University.
This semester I was given the
opportunity to work part-time for
Assistant Majority Leader, Senator
Harry Reid (D-NV). I personally
undertook this cause when I discovered that since 1976, every death
row inmate executed in his state was
convicted of killing a white victim,
and although blacks constitute 6.8%
of Nevada's population, they make
up 40% of the state's death row
inmates. After providing pages of
hard facts to support my proposal
that the state should grant a moratorium of the death penalty until it is
ameliorated, I was coolly told that it
was not feasible; the Senator is prodeath penalty along with the vast
majority of the Senate. The apathetic sentiment of our nations leaders has sickened me; even the "progressive" politicians lack the moral
courage to confront the fact that their
state's judicial system shows
absolutely no value for the lives of
blacks.
I never thought that I would think
that being a criminal lawyer was a
noble occupation, but these statistics
give me reason to believe that it can
be. As "Leaders for America and the
Global Community," this is an issue
that affects us all. These statistics
confirm that we're clearly living.in
a society in which many blacks do
not have freedom because of a racist
judicial system, and the value of
•
lives of blacks are still being deemed
to be of a lesser value than whites.
How can any of us thrive in a society where this sort of racism is still
pervasive? If this institutional
racism exists in the judicial system
surely exist in corporate America.
Today, turn your anger into action,
meet at the flag poll at 3 p.m., and
protest this injustice that the Department of Justice and our nation's
leaders continue to ignore.

t
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BISON vs. Coppi11 State (0011ble-Header), SAT., APR 13@ NOON
BISON vs. Coppin State, SUN., APR 14@1PM
BISON vs. No1·folk State (Double-Header),TUES., APR. 16 @2PM
~
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HOME- ~ANNE~ER FIEI.D - across from the Towers
BEST WISHES @ Georgetol\Tn on April 18
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vs. Longwood, WED., APR. 17 @3:30PM
HOME - GREENE MEMORIAL STADIUM
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Men
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@ U. of Virginia

@ Norfolk State

I

Navy

I

@ MEAC Championships

LAST WEEK'S WELCOME TO 'H.EAD FOOTBALL COACH RAYFORD PE I I Y
AND His STAFF LISTED.ONLY NEW STAFF.
·
WE WISH ALSO TO ACKNOWLEDGE CONTINUING COACHING STAFF:

<

MACK ALSTON
FRED DEAN
DONALD GRIGGS
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MARK YOUR CALEND R FOR THE BLUE-WHITE GAME
ON SAT., APRIL 20@1PM, GRE~NE STADIUM

001 0
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RUNNING BACKS COACH
OFFENSIVE LINE COACH
VIDEO COORDINATOR (Vqlunteer)

•
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Eligibility: grade point average of 3.0 or better for tl1e previous two semesters.
r tl1e thir <
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Kevin Simmonds (Football, COBIS), Glen Vinson (Football, Psychology), Gerald Allen (Men's Soccer, Economics), Robert Boone (Men's Soccer, Political Science),
Michael Harris (Football, Business Management), Royce Harris (Men's Soccer, Civil Engineering), Ronald Goodlett (Men's Soccer, Biology), Jimmy Hernandez
(Men's Soccer, Electronic Studio), Olaboye,va Olawoye (Men's Soccer, Finance), Khalid Ro111ain (Men's Soccer, Marketing), Christopher Serrano (Men's soccer,
lnternati<lnal Btisiness), Michael Simontacehi-Gbologah (Men's Soccer, Chemistry), Nadir Wade (Men's Soccer, Electrical Engineering), Nasir Wade (Men's Soccer,
Mechanical Engineering), Eric Williams (Men's Soccer, COBIS), Brian Wood,,·arcl (Men's Soccer, History), Donte Coleman (Men's S,vimming & Diving,
Undetermined), Olt1folahan Olu,vole (Men's Soccer, International Business), An<lre,,· Ricketts {Men's S,vimming & Diving, Electrical Engineering), l.Vlargaret
Alexander (Volleyball, Public Relations), Micha Cooper (Volleyball, International Business), Denise Corbett (Volleyball, Human Development), Nashunda Harper
(Volleyball, Information Systems), Jerri Hayes (Volleyball, Radiation Therapy), Jessamync Rice (Volleyball, Human Development), Laura Rivers (Volleyball,
Biology), Dawn Thon1as (Volleyball, Radiation Therapy), Delores Whiteing (Volleyball, Radiation Therapy), Megan l\1oore (Wome11 1s Tennis, Communications),
Corrine Salmon (Women's Track and Field, Art), Chadwick Scott (Football, Psychology), ,Jelani Scott (Men's Soccer, Business Managen1e11t), ,Ja,,acl Shaw (Men's
Soccer, Business Managen1ent), Lauren Pruitt (Women's Soccer, International Business), Kathleen Theodore (Women's Lacrosse, Physical Therapy}, Brandi
La,vrence (Women's Lacrosse, Journalism), Tiffany Day (Women's Soccer, Management), Meghan Drayton (Women's Soccer, Biology), Mirian1 Lynch (Women's
,vin1ming & Diving, International Business), Katrina Hines (Women's Soccer, Accounting), Candace Jones (Women's Soccer, Biology), Pollyanna Willian1s
(Won1en's Soccer, Studio Art), Kia Higgins (\Vomen's Softball, Sociology), Tracy Hunter (Women's Softball, i\-Ianagement), Sl1elb) Smith (\\'01nen's Softball,
Management), Andrea Watkins (Women's Softball, Mathematics), Jennifer Carroll (Women's Swimming & Diving, Political Science), Kerri-Anne Steer (Women's
Swimming & Diving, Political Science), Casilcla Trotter (Women's Swimming & Di,ing, Biolog)'), Danielle Wilson (Women's S"•imming & Diving, Jour11alism),
Elena Branker (Women's Tennis, Biology), Kimberly Stricl{land (Women's Tennis, International Business), Erik Causey (Baseball, Accounting), David Durand
(Baseball, Finance), Anthony McCo}' (Baseball, Finance), Omar Shakoor (Baseball, Biolog)'), Walter Wilson (Baseball, PS}'Chology), Stephanie Hill (Women's Soccer,
.Journalism), Troy Artl1ur (Men's Track, Physical Education}, Tariq Mix (Me111s Track and Field, Graphic Design), Juma Osman (Men's Track and Field, Physics),
Jason Starks (Men's Track and Field, Political Science), Roy Anderson (Football, Marketing), Jonathan Brewer (Football, Radio-TV-Filn1), Nuri Latham ~ten's
S,vimming & l)i,ing, Biology), Nicholas Henderson (Football, Biology), Brandon Moore (Football, Mechanical Engineering), Mark Owens (football, Marketing) and
TroJ'Ce Sanders (Football, Telecom).
~
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Tattoos Galore
BY J K~SICA J OIINSON
Contributing Writer

ikinis and sunscreen weren'I the
only ilems on the li s1 of ''must
haves" for college Students going
away for spring break this year. As 1housands of college students prepared 10 spend
a solid week of mayhem and beach party
bliss, many decided to add a liule extra navor to Iheir vacaiion.
A large number of college sludents piled
inlo 1he taltoo parlors across 1he city to get
las1 minule 1a11oos before heading off 10
popular beach hangout spots. "The holler i1
gels, the more1emp1ing it becomes 1oshow
all, and then some. To me, 1anoos are a
wh im of youth," remarked sophomore
Fania Gilliam. Fania has an ankh tanoo that
circles around her belly bunon.
Smprisingly enough, females were 1he
largest tauoo cus1omers this spring.
"Mosl of1he college females came in here
before their spring break searching for new
ways 10 bring anention to themselves," said
Will. an employee a1 "Off The Hook Tatloos" on Georgia Avenue. "Wi1h all the ho1
bodies on the beach, it ge1s harder and
harder 10 find something 10 make them

B
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With daylight savings time a week underway, these degrees have left me iin a deep
state of sleep. Spring cleaning is in full
affect this week, as the degree, begin to
pack up their bags cause the clock is winding down. And with 1he clock slowly ticking it is cveident that lher~;is about to be
some alarming things in thifwteks degrees.
So hold on 10 your Hoover broomvac, and
get ready for some of you la1est drama.
Speaking of things that suck, well if you
don't know in your recent r Kelly sag he ha,;
senled of coun, with a former Eepic Intern
slating he had sex wi1h her while she was
underage. Well with a tape on 1hc blackmarket, a cd bootlegged by many, and the
anticipaiion for conunen1 on the incident
has caused R Kelly 10 do two things, (and
we aren't ialking about having a 'Fiesta,
Fiesta'). While he i, involved he
Eminem had to ante up$ I00.000 for pis101-whipping a dude in De1roi1 last
year. The lawsui1 filed againsl him by a
man named John Guerra has been settled in
whal's being called an "evaluatiorl"agrecmen1." Mr. Guerra allegedly got his bea1down for kissing Eminem's ex-wifey,
Kim.
Ac1or Matthew McConau~~y fays he
and Janet Jackson are JUST FRIENDS so
please don '1 believe !he rumor !hat they are
romantically involved. Wondet why he
chose lo speak ou1 so adamantly about
it? Hmmmmmm.
It's supposed 10 really, really be official
now that Britney Spears and Jus1in Timberlake are over. But leave it Lo Bril's mom
to give 'cm hope. Ms. Spears says,
"They're jus1 having problems right
now. They're just two kids who have
in1ense feelings for each other."
CONGRATS 10 sista Suzan-Lori Parks
who ha, become the FIRST African-Amer•
ican woman 10 win 1he Pulitzer Prize in
drama'
She won for her play.
'Topdog/Underdog,"which is currenlly on
Broadway and gelling rave reviews. "Topdog/Undcrdog" co-stars Jeffrey Wright and
rapper Mos Def.
Nude Blu Cantrell Photos Resurface
Years ago, Grammy-nomina1ed R&B
singer Blu Cantrell 100k some nude photos
for !he aduh publication "Black Tail." After
her success wi1h "Hit Em' Up Style" !he
pictures surfaced via 1he Internet. Well
now the magazine has decided to capitalize on 1he buzz.
Cantrell. who took the pic1ures in 199-1 as
a lhen unknown named Jazmand. b nov.
featured on the cover of the publication's
May edition, which also feaiures more nude
pictures of her inside 1he issue. Cantrell has
spoken publicly about the photos since
they first surfaced, most notably in the
national publica1ion "Sister 2 Shtcr" and on
various radio stations around the coun1ry.
"Don't worry, Blu. we're 1hc leas! of all
judgmenial when it comes 10 getting naked
in front of a camera,'' wri1es 1he magazine ·s
publisher, Dynamile. "In fac1, it', an asset
to any career in my book!''
R. Kelly Protests Grow in Chicago As
Singer BreJiks Silence
Ami-R. Kelly sentimenlS took center slage
in the R&B superstar's hometown of Chicago Thursday (April 4), as the singer defended himself on a local radio station for the
first time since 1he nigh1 of his perfor•
mance at lhe opening ceremonies of 1hc
Winter Olympic Games in Snit Lake City.
Kelly called Chicago', WGCI-FM to ask
fans 10 stand by him as he continues to
face allegations of having sex with underage girls on videotape. "When you're
famous, 1hey expect you 10 work miracles.
and I'm no1 God." Kelly 1old !he station.
The singer made the call 10 the station
shonly after IO protestors, led by the Rev.
Bamani Obadele and Rep. Ken Dunkin,
destroyed Kelly CDs at 1he offices of
WGCI and urged stations 10 slop playing
Kelly's music until the singer explains "to
lhe Black community why someone is
pulling him on !ape having sex and urinat•
ing on minors," said Obadele.,
A nonprofit group called Power Club
see 6 Degrees, 86

stand out.''

This spring, tanoos proved 10 be an easy
remedy. "Everybody's getting 1anoos," said
Charlie, a tanoo anis1 a1 · An From the
Hean.• "Tanoos are becomingjus1 as common as jewelry."
Tanoos have been in exis1ence since the

Stone Age. The mos! popular tatloo for
women this .spring was their name. Mos1
of the males stuck 10 tribal designs or animals such as 1igersorcheetahs. A growing
number of males arc also staning to request
Chinese symbols.
Tanoos can cos1 anywhere from $40-$500,
depending on 1he an1oun1 of de1ail. Most
college sludenls fi1 into the SI 00-$200 price
range. The pain can las1 anywhere from one
to 1wo weeks, and it can take almos1 three
momhs for a 1a1100 10 comple1ely heal. Is
one week of fun in !he sun wonh all 1ha1?
Senior mechanical engineering major
Chris Allen doesn't think so. Allen has had
his talloo. a Chinese symbol for "des1iny,"
for three years. He believes thal since 1a11oos are a permanent pan of your life, they
should have meaning.
"I got my tanoo after my two brothers
were killed in a car accident to remind me
tha1 I am destined to do greattbings in spi1e
of my hardships." said Allen. "My cousins
and I did i1 together as a way of bonding
over the summer."

Both Allen and Gilliam agree t.hal tac1 is
essen1ial. "Placement is every1hing," said
Gilliam. "You have 10 keep in mind tha1
there migh1 be times when you need 10 be
professional or elegant and your 1attoo
could take away from !hat."
So what happens when the 1a1100 craze
fades away? Dr Roben Adrian, a taltoo
removal specialisl in the District claims
that more than 50% of adults who have 1at1oos regre1 !hey ever got them and wish they

Throwin' Shade:
A Look at Some of the Hottest Shades
BY H AROl.D EICH~l,IJERCER

Hilltop Slaff Writer
The sun is looming and i1s rays are seeking transparcm companions. These transparem companions known as sunglasses
can be see bugging the faces of many
Howard students as !he spring season begins

with the summer fast approaching.
Hot brands have been hilling
the shelves recently making
1heir ways 10 the faces of
many s1ylish consumers.
These hot brands range from
Chanel. Gucci, to Christian Dior.
For the new fashion season. Chanel is
offering a more solid s1yle of design. On
mos1 pairs of the Chanel frames 1he small
"CC" can be found on the nose guard as

well as on the comer of the lens. Wi1h
Chanel's various colors and s1yles from
pas1els 1hat adequa1ely suit the weather, or
thick and bold frames. and even !hose that
contour the face, fashion designers have
adequately given
rhough1 10
1he style

-

t h a I

matches 1he
face of
its cons urn e r s.

T i t o
Bhuiyan of
Sols1ice in
Tyson ·s
Corner
admits, "Chanel is big, and
a real class brand."
The design of many frames for many
brands ha, come a long way. Bhuiyan
explains. "Designers are releasing colors,
large shields, 60's and 70's oversize frames,

•

could be removed.
"Peer pressure and alcohol use appear 10
play a role in 1he ever increasing prevalence
of tanooing on college campuses," said Dr.
Adrian.
Laser removal of a 1a1100 can cost $250$350 for each laser trea1men1. The average
patient would require anywhere from 5-10
1reatments in order to fully remove a 1a1100.
As 1he bucks continue to add up, the s1akes
get higher and higher for 1hose spur of 1he
mome~t. peer pressure tanoos.
as well as 1he frameless." Another designer that fits this description is the Gucci line.
Gucci has prepared shelves for frames that
spon a thick black look, with the frames
appearing to be upside down. Nol only 1hat,
but they have produced a look for intrigue
with a pair producing the "G" Gucci print
all over the lens.
Colors and more colors also seem 10 be 1he
newes1 trend among many designers, along
wilh 1he effect of
jewelry
pro duc- 1
i n

g

"You really have 10 be thoughtful when
you' re selec1ing a taltoo. Do some research
firs1 about the ink and make sure you know
exactly wha1 you' re gelling yourself into,"
said Gilliam.
In other words, think 1wicc before you
decide that it would be a good idea 10 put
the name of the girl you've been dating for
four months across your ches1 with heans
around i1. That decision might come back
and slap you in 1he face, or in your pocke1
al leas1.
Crooms, sophomore physics major admi1s.
"I Ii.kc IWo-tone, something tha1 malches the
eyes. As long as they're cute I like them."
She said. "Brand doesn '1 mauer. as long as
it compliments the outfit."
With complimenting the outfi1, coordina1ing your shades wi1h your entire look is
a mus1. Also, the shades must present acertain s1yle, <lr vigor. Crooms admits, "It has
to coordina1e. It has 10 match, you know?
Black shades, black purse, black pants."
Complimenls can be well gained with 1he
line of shades that Christian Dior bas in
Store for 1he season. Dior has gone more
for the wrap-around look 10 suil consumer
needs. These looks are
those
1hat

rhinestones.
Many
reasons
behind
match the avia1or,
t h e s e
as well as those that are
trend s are
modeled after 3-D shades.
because of the
No maucr what your preferinfluence of pop s1ars in
ences are when ii comes 10
music videos. "A IOI of s1uft
....,__ ~ shades. there is defini1ely someis innuenced by MTV, Jay-Z, and
thing out there that will definitely
Jennifer Lopez. Trends are se1 by cclebrisuil your 1as1e. Designers this summer
1ies. It's nlmos1 like jewelry nowadays." have gone all out in prodµcing the unerly
said Bhuiyan. This may be a true factor of stylish, as well as the outlandi~h. One canall fashion, but the people know what they not go wrong in picking up n pair of these
wane. Accessorizing is a must. Daria shades to comple1c the outfit.

1'~-.:....- ...:.•--....._

NothingButADouble 'G' Thing:
The Sean John Collection
Tom Ford Resurrects Gucct
. .,
BY DAVID CRAW•

when Tom Ford, a native of Austin, Texas,
was hired as Gucci's Chief Women's
Coatribu1ing Writer Ready-lo-Wear Designer, and would soon
afler becpmc Designer Director. When in
labe l Wilh 1994 1he Gucci Group appoimed a new
hinlS of pink CEO in Domenico De S<.lle. who was also
1ha1 would tho Pres idem of Gucci America since I984,
make even the Pink Tom Ford was then promoted 10 Creative
Pamher marvel in Direcior bf Guc.ci and moved 10 Milan.
awe, asymmetrical
Prior 10 Gucci, Ford spent most of his
curves leaving a dri- childhood in Sante Fe. New Mexico. In his
ver in a ditch, bu1 with the presence of clas- 1een years, Ford moved 10 New York Ci1y
sic. yet ex1rcme style by Tom Ford repre- to soon become enrolled at New York Unisents only one company-Gucci. Wi1h a versity with a focus of an his1ory. He
slight downfall in 1he mid-eigh1y's. the would later re-dircc1 his studies to conex-ranch worker remodeled the tradition- centrate on arehitecture at Parsons School
al look of Gucci 10 a wider mainstream ofD~ign in New York amj lmer Paris and
audience appeal.
would soon after, be given the 1i1 lc of CreDuring Gucci's earlies1 stages, Guccio ativo Designer for Perry Ellis.
Gucci firs1 operated a small luggage comBy 1999, Gucci, who was nearly bankpany in a small comer of Florence, haly, rupt when Ford joined. was now valued al
prior 10 opening a shop in Rome in 38' and $4.3 billion. Tom Ford's current 1asks
New York in 53'. After Guccio Gucci's include; designing luggage, menswear,
death, Aldo Gucci took over the company's wornenswear, watches, and shoes; all while
rights and throughou1 the six1y's continued planning the company's ndvenising cam10 build shops in London. Paris, and Palm paigns and overseeing the development of
Beach.
two of' Gucci's fraSome of the firs1 women to be caught grances. Envy and
sponing Gucci are lhe likes of Audrey Rush . To add to
Hepburn, Grace Kelly, and Jackie Ford's 1asks, recently,
Kennedy. The opening of shops continued Ford was named Cre10 expand inio the sevcmies, with 1he open- a1i ve Director for
ing of a Gucci store in Hong Kong and Yves Saint Lauren!
Tokyo. As markeling and sales fell in the after 1he Gucci Group
early eighties, Aldo Gucci was forced to acquired Yves Saint
sell half of the shares of Gucci 10 lnvest- Laurem in the fall of
corp.
1999.
In 1990, Gucci's prayers were answered
see Runwa)! B6
~'ORD
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om in Harlem, NY 10 Melvin and
Janice Combs on November 4,
1969, Sean Combs seemed to be
binen by the entrepreneurial bug at an early
age; his very first business venture being a
neighborhood paper
rou1e when he was
IWelve years old. In
1991, Combs was a
s1uden1 at Howard
Universiiy as well as
an intern at Up1own
Records. Combs was
quickly promoted 10
Vice President of
A&R at Up1own thus
ending his college
career. However. this
would prove 10 be the
s1an of an extremely
rewarding career in
the enter1ainmen1
industry.
In I 993 Combs
signed an agreemenl
with Clive Davis to
dis1ribu1e Combs'
newly formed label,
Bad Boy Eo1ertainmen1.
Bad Boy
would produce such plminum recording
anists as the Notorious B.l.G., Failh Evan,,
and 112. Puffy 1hen began 10 display his
skills in writing, producing, as well as performing.
So, here you have ii. He was the Bad Boy.
He had given the world tl1e Notorious B.l.G.,

B

Craig Mack, 112, Faith Evans and Tomi. We
watched him dance across the screen performing dances 1hat only he could do. We
applauded him when he decided 10 step to
the other side of the music and become an
anis1. So when Sean
"Puffy" Combs. or
P. Diddy as he likes
to be called now.
decided to create a
. clothing line we
were no1 surprised.
In 1998 Sean
Combs launched the
Sean John clothing
line. The clo1hing
line, named after
Combs whose full
name is Sean John
Combs, began as a
men's urban contemi;orary clo1hing
line. In 2000. just
two years after the
launch of Scan Jean,
the Council of Fashion Designers, the
country's most pres1igious group of
fashion cri1ics and
designers. in an unprecedented move nomina1ed Mr. Combs for the Perry Ellis Award
for Bes1 Menswear Designer of the Year.
The success of the initial line of Sean John
clo1hing line allowed Combs the opportunity 10 expand his market to boys and women.

-
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Put it in the Bag
Bv ALYSHA COBB

Hilltop Staff Writer
Despite the deceiving temperatures and

miniature totes (you know - the little overpriced Louis
Vitton or Prada bag that holds nothing but your wallet and
your MAC lip gloss). Large tote and hand bags have been
spotted on the runways from New York to Milan. Whip'
your fashions into shape with tassels and fringes. some
long enough to braid, twist, or just let them hang.
Messenger bags can be paired with the gypsy and
bohemian looks of the spring and summer. The fresh
looks of floral and animal prints, beaded designs, and
denim prints can also be altered to fit your fashion fancy.
Do not be afraid to step away from top notch designers-Gucci is not the only (or the most affordable) way to add
some funk to your closet.
Try alternative designers special to your location. You
never know, they might be the next big thing and trying
out their styles gives you the opportunity to start your own
trend instead of carrying the same signature bag that has
already been spotted 10 times on the yard. Since fashion
continues 10 repeat itself, check out your closest vintage
and consignment shops and pick up a designer bag for a
tenth of the price. So dare to be different and step into
style-let your senses be your~-guide.

breezy days,
spring is officially here. So is
the mad scramble to stay on top of new styles and trends.
What's hot now? Purses, purses. and more purses are at
the top of the list. From the Hobo bag to the oversize tote,
spring fashion is not complete without our favorite accessory-purses. The most prominent style this season is
definitely the Hobo.
The perfect mix of casual with just a touch of luxury,
this bag goes from business casual to jeans and a baby
tee. You do not have to go out and spend an arm , - - ~~ - l , , , _""_ __
and a leg to acquire this new style - although the
Neiman Marcus website does feature a denim and
white crocodile Nancy Gonzalez Hobo bag for a
mere $790.00 (yeah right!). You can pick up this
style at Neiman's, Arden B., Gap, and anywhere
else that has a drop of fashion sense. In other words,
you can achieve the same style with a more collegefriendly price. And you can put away your favorite

Straight Off The Streets:
A Look at urban Outfitters
BY TIFFANY

C. SQUARE
Contributing
Writer
They arc the
Starbucks of
grunge fashion.
Ranging from
designer jeans
by Diesel to coffcc table books
about sexual
positions, velvet
throw pillows,
and that classic
children's book,
"Everybody Poops;• Urban Outfitters is a popular alternative store offering innovative lifestyle merchandise
catering
to
independent
17-24
ycarolds.???????????????????????????????????????????
home and gift offering.
Kyle Oimmerson, manager of Urban Outfitters in Chicago, IL has been working for the company for 1-112 years
says, "It's the epitome of trend setting."
According 10 Oimmerson, The story of the now ubiquitous clothing, home, and home accessories chain, Urban
Outfitters, goes something like this: Newlywed childhood
sweetheart-hippies Dick Hayne and Judy Wicks decided
to move to Philadelphia after working in Alaska with Eski•
mos. The couple filled their used station wagon with blue
jeans and T-Shirts and drove to east Philadelphia. There
they found a vacant store front and opened the Free Peoples store in 1970.
Hayne and Wicks slept in the back of the shop since they
couldn't afford to rent an apartment. They tie-dyed tees
at the Laundromat across the street and asked for clothing donations from friends, neighbors and University students. The donations complemented their collection of
love beads, incense and homemade clothing and accessories; the other half was filled with give-a ways for needy
families and struggling students.
The couple eventually spill up, and Hayne kept the business, transforming himself to an entrepreneur. Changing
the stores name to Urban Outfitters, Hayne moved his
business 10 a larger space and in 1980, and opened a second location.
Instead of giving away used and reconstructed clothing
the stores Marted 10 sell it. In an ironic twist, the name
"Free People" became one of urban outfitters first clothing labels.
The chains look maintains its roots: It is common for
each store 10 have faux shattered windows, electrical tape
affixing tattooed baseball tress 10 hanging wooden boards,
lines of beaded frames and boxes, concrete floors and
unadorned winding staircases. Hayne calls the look
"upscale homeless." Hayne has transformed his concept
into an international corporation.
Oimmerson also adds that today, Urban Outfitters oper•
ates, 25 plus stores in the U.S., two in Canada and one in
London with a European expansion in the works.
Oimmerson says that the store now functions as the elder
sibling of a 1wo-par1 billion-dollar public corporation
called "Anthropologie," currently in 15 locations.
'The company is aimed at young professionals who have
graduated from Urban Outfitters 10 a higher tax bracket.
The company's Platinum Visa-carrying clients are far
from the cash-poor hippie students who shopped for used
clothing in the original Free People Store," says Oimmerson.

When you first walk into this 2 level castle of fashion,
ladies: be prepared 10 outfit yourselves in fashionablypriced garments by Diesel, Bulldog, Henna, Free People.
Kangol, Puma. Saucony, Calvin Klein, 'll-iple Five Soul,
Rocket Oogg, and Oiclties.
You will find yourself surrounded by very cute T-Shirts.
lots of patterned skirts, and vintage Levis. lo addition,
there is always a sale rack to give your hard earned dollars a linle extra mileage. Whatever the flavor of the
month happens to be; Urban Outfiners is on top of it.
Accessories are found all over the store. at barging
prices. Belts with huge buckles ($29.99) Turquoise jewelry, $15-$50 and lets not forget boxes of belts
fabricated from old Chevy nova seatbelts and used bottle caps.
Downstairs, you will find men's clothing. They range
from puma sneakers 10 glow in the dark mesh trimmed,
Diesel jeans that start at $135.00. The full length faux
-man furs, leather and velour pants are also an eye catcher to the retro shoppers.
Jermaine Roseman, sophomore international business
major, and a frequent shopper at Urban Outfiners says.
"Urban Outfiners is an experience. h's alternative and
unique look that is much different from Gap's preppy
look:'
Believe it or not, Urban Outfiners also boasts a consistent collection of timeless classic knick-knacks for homes.
You will find house ware items downstairs which is a
great place 10 find accessories if you want to decorate your
college dorm or first apartment.
Nia Hamilton, sophomore broadcast journalism major
says, "Although I do not shop here for clothing. it is a great
place to find trendy home accessories that express personal lifestyle."
Colorful glasses. plates and kitchen gadgets galore are
guaranteed 10 brighten up any kitchen. Fabulous 50's style
chairs, pink lawn flamingos. Old Playboy highball glasses, pink elephant hip Oas ks, ceramic tiki mugs (are a must
for those who enjoy Cocktails on occasions in their
home), Beaded curtains, unique shower curtains to change
your bathing ritual, acrylic drinking glasses, cheap tapestries, bright bathroom rugs, funky candles and the exotic conon bedspreads made from rainbow hull cloth from
India will make your bedroom look like Xanadu.
If one were to outfit an entire apartment from this
inventory it would make Martha Stewart's head explode
but, a few items here and a few there can be a good thing.
Don't be afraid when you happen to see sweaters that
remind you of what Denise Huxtable wore during an
episode of the "Cosby Show. "This is what anracts thousands of customers weekly. Sor-- - -- - why is this place
so busy you might
wonder,
the
answer is simple:
Because it's cool.
And 10 think that
two hippies, who
lugged their way
from the frozen
terrain of Alaska,
have created an
empire of trend
selling fashion
that covers a globe
and thus melting
the competition.
For more information on store
locations
and
goods,
VISII

BY AMYRE MAKUl'SON

Spring Break is over and summer is quickly approaching. With three solid months of endless heat on the way,
everyone seems 10 be anempting to gel their bodies in
shape before exchanging their jeans, sweaters, and Tim•
berlands for shorlS, skins, tube tops, and sandals. Students all over arc busting their buns to tone with only a
few weeks of school left.

Why Payless, When you can DSW?

Bv At.\'SHA Cons

Hilltop Staff Writer
Bisou Bisou, bebe. Franco Sarto, and Anne Klein. Why
Pay Less when you can get more from OSW Shoe Warehouse? From designer shoes to name brand handbags
OSW has long been the place 10 add the final touches 10
your favorite outfit. With IOOO's of pairs of the best
brands and the most current styles - did I mention all at
20% 10 70% off? - ll is only right 10 recognize OSW as
a definite style seller.
This hot little fashion secret has found a new home in
Arlington, VA on Pentagon Row directly behind the
Fashion Centre at Pentagon City. Now with over I00
stores in 25 states OSW Shoe Warehouse is rapidly
expanding. Still a baby in the industry, rhe 11 year old
company is sening the precedent with exciting stores and
the hottest names in fashion footwear. The styles are right
on top of the season, so you never have 10 worry about
being a step behind.
OSW is a division of Value City Department Stores, lnc.,
a billion dollar off-price department store chain headquartered in Columbus. Ohio. But does this new Virginia
location live up to the standards already set by other locations? Not according 10 sophomore International Business major Autrellia Parks. ·There selection was wide.
but I did not come across a lot of styles that I liked."
Ashley Traynum. a sophomore Broadcast Journalism

major felt the same way. "I didn't ,cc very many shoes that
I wanted 10 take home," said Traynum. " I love shopping
for shoes. but nothing jumped out at me." Upon further
scrutiny. I found I had to agree wirh both Traynum and
Parks - the selection was not as inspiring as other collections. However, the in,·entory was still top quality from
the matching handbags to the stileno heels and the Reward
ll>ur Sryle program 10 reward frequent shoppers is enough
10 keep you coming back for more.
Becoming a member is free, just sign up the next time
you are in the store. You will earn a $25.00 reward certificate for e,ery $250.00 you spend. Unlike moM store
bonuses, you can apply your certificates towards all OSW
purchases - including clearance items and there is no limit
to how much you can earn.
There is no need 10 wait in long lines for the anention
of annoying sales associates vying for your commission.
OSW goes even further to make your shopping experience a breeze. The stores elected 10 use an uncomplicated
box presentation malting shopping a lot easier than it is
in other stores.
Since the shoes are grouped by category, you do not have
to dart across the store 10 find another shoe that fits your
style. My advice- give the new location a little time and
it is bound 10 be up to par. So, stay on the good foot and
shop OSW for all your walking needs.
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Signature Signoff:
The Authenticity Card Comes Out
BY Trn, ,NY c. SQUARE
Contributing Writer

which starts at $200.00. h's a pretty good for an authentic Prada bag, now you'll really feel good because you got
a deal on something real!
FENO!• Oh. how society is obsessed with monograms.
You are walking down the street and man approaches you
Retail
pnces for Fendi start are $370.00 and go as high
with the lines. '·Prada wallets. Fendi purses," your initial
as
$6000
for the crocodile t:mgoenc bag. Joshllt Branreaction has you ,aying in
doilla, a Fendi representative at Danielle Scott Ltd, in
the back of your mind,
Philadelphia explains thm the true give-away to an autnen"Yeah right." But then
tic Fendi bag is the pauern. The Fendi symbol is 1wo letyou become even
ter F's, one facing forward and the other its mirror reflecmore suspition. Not an F aud Lor two letter E's. The true Fendi
cious, when
hardware, which consists of buckles. snaps and zipperthe girl
pulls. is engraved with the brand logo. ''Most people won't
or guy
go
the effort for a fake Fendi, a good imitation ·is hard to
behind
find."
says Brandoilla. Lastly, Fendi uses a very special
y O U
kind
of
fabric a.sides from the traditional leather and suede.
goes
lt is called zuccajuquard, which is a silk and canvas comover
binntion . It is more dur:ible and Jes; flexible. Brandoilla
to the
aho adds. "Fendi bags also come with a serial number so
man
just incase one is stolen, there may be ,omc odds of geta n d
ting it back if it is found in the hand, of a booster."
takes
LOUIS VUITTON-Another tried and true status maker
a
is
the popular LV monogram handbag. From makeup
look
bags,
backpacks, 10 luggage, Louis Vuinon hn, been the
a
fixation of the knock-off market for years. Mi Cho a ,ales
w hat's
representath'C of Neiman Marcus explains that Louis Vuit•
in his
ton's detail is very important. A real bag with the monogram pauern will separate the LV at the seam. She also
adds.
"you will never see a Louis Vuinon made in Paris,
..trunk.''
France or Milan patch but, you may on a knock ofr'. The
Well,
staring prices for a small Louis Vuinon make-up bag can
there is no need
to speculate because begin at S 195.00. The leather on a Louis Vuiuon is also
now with these guidelines you will be able 10 figure out important. Cho says, " the leather trim on an authentic
bag is very pale when it is first purchased. and then
if it's fake. flawed and phony.
becomes a deep tan color after it has had u
chance to o~id,ze." she also adds, "that the
SO, WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
t
leather on a fake Vuinon will never become
dark."
KA1'E SPADE- A relatively recent addition to the market of fake handbags is the Kate Spade New York brand.
So as you
These bags are simple. They have a square-shape, diskeep walkplay colorful fabric and a small black logo on the outing down
side that says Kate Spade New York. Mary King a repthe street.
resentative of Kate Spade at Lord and Taylor
and your
department store says, "A lot of imitators don't use
C O n cloth because it is expen,tve. ll is more common
)Cience
10 see a fake hand bag made of micro fiber." Mary
begins
also adds that the imitations normally have a
telling
rougher finish and logos are glued on instead
yo u ,
of stitched. The straps on a real Kate Spade
t hat
bag are of two lengths: hand held or over-theyou
shoulder. The phonies, says King have straps
varying in length. Finally, Kate Spade uses
D ior
I t
very specific panerns. but rhe people who
make the knock-offs often use different
designs
that have never been sold in the
•
www.urbo com L--£!L:11.;..;;_ _ _ _...u..1LJ
stores. Because of their simplicity, fakes
can be found all over at a lower cost than
the authentic models which start at $225.00
for a cloth model.
PRADA is another bag that is abundant;
maybe
especially on the streets of Georgetown.
~~-~~....,~should buy that
For the imitations. the qualities of these bags
Robyn Fountain, sophomore international relations
EONI purse, after all black
are relatively low. says Edwina Johnson. a Prada
major. is cenainly doing what she has to do before
college week is coming up and you
store sales representative in Chicago. "'The lining is very
summer's arrival. "I'm going back lo Los Angles in
detailed and will ha\'1! PRADA woven in with the design,'' do want 10 impress people right.'' WRONG' You use your
May," she said, "so I'm preparing myself now. EveryJohnson also adds," Be careful of sellers who try and con- common sense and these guidelines knowing that the merday I run one mile, do al least two hundred crunches,
vince you that the engraved zipper-pull justifies a higher chandise in the "trunk" is not a bargain, but a bootleg.
and alternate each day working my legs and arms with
price because of the added authenticity. but real Prada zip- And as those other people, scurry to the trunk as the runweights."
per pulls are rarely engraved." However, the Prada Com- way designers are being called, you realize one thing . ..
Robyn is certainly not the only person hining the gym,
pany docs let other retailers sell its line and often for much There is no looking back in the name of fashion.
but before lacing up those old tennis shoes. iLs imporless than in the Prada stores. In New York City, a discount
tant to set reasonable goals for the amount of weight
department store named Century 2 1 carries a variety of
you want to lose. If sensible
Comti1111ed 011 86
styles for a relatively lower cost than the normal cost

Shaping Up For Sumn:ier
Contributing Writer
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l!OW,\.'IU) 1.1'11V'ERSITI'
OTI'lCE OF PARKING & SEl:l'TLt O'PF.RATlONS
PAID.lXG LOmRY FORM
AY 2002-2003
'

Still unsure a~out ~our career, major or ~our minor1 Don't loo~ an~ furl~er!
II

NAME;

College of Arts and Science~

------

__ - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

~c.,.

.,.,,,.

HOWARD STUDfNT !Dil:

-IX AND MINGLt

Non-profit
Management

~~t~~ I~ ~
00~1

SUM,\-JER ADDRESS.
SUMMER PHONE#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Did youbnve pakingduringthe2001-2002 school }-:ai'I

Histo~'

Music

Economics

PoliticalScience

Philosophy

DREW

Anlhropology &Sociology

•

_9L\ & \' STREET

8tl:STREET

EAST TOWERS

BHTIR.lNE

_WESTTOV.'ERS

_BANNEKER

HOWARD CENTER

AITENT10N!I! L'l;ly o;i: forr:i ~' person. I:ye.. fill o::t mvre ~ etc fumi, }t"J 1.i!I
be disqualified.

Military Science (ROTC)

AppHcati011S mil3t re completed anJ submitted to OPSO (Johnson Admin. Bldg., B-1 1)
by April 19, 2002

Chemistry

Physics and Astronomy

{l~o)_

LOT DESIRED: (p!et.SC select 011¢oft~ follo,,m3)

Modern Languages&Literature

Classics
Psychology

(YtS)_

Art

AtmosphericSciences

African Studies
Malhematics

CLASS!FJCATION: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Pre-professional
Education

rrm~,.~r~ It i~~i

Ill~ ,.1.

Biology

English

------'---------

E-MAIL ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

Community
Development

11

SCH00LENROLLED:

Caribbean
Sludies

------------

Heallh, Human Performance and
Leisure Studies
Theatre
AfroAmerican Studies

Applications may also be submitted online prier to A,nl e, 2002.

ik

The letter:, r,inrm \-.ill be posted outside oftbt Fsrki;;z & Sl:u:tle ()pm:ioru Office and
on the perking \\th.it¢ by May 10, 2002

Meet faculty and students in different disciplinis.

II

Spiritual and Ethical Dimensions of Leadersh ip Initi a tive
at Hovvard Unive r sity
Pre-Ministry / Vocational Disc e r nment S e rie s
Funded by the
Lilly Endovv me n t
.

"Hush, hush, somebody's c alling your nam e .... "

I:>iscov-er yo-u.r ca.llin.g _
•

Do you f'eeJ Someone calling you, but you' v e h esitate d to ans-wer ?

•

Do you think you might be called to mini s try, but you n eed s uppo rt t o
dis cern that call?

•

Do you think you' re calle d to ministry, but not n ecessaril y to t h e
ordained or traditional minis try?

•

'
••

Do you f e el called to teach, write, or r esearc h in the d i scipline of r e Jigion ?

•

Do you feel called to another caree r . but you -wa nt t o live and work o ut o f
your spiritual values and faith?

•

Do you fe el a long ing in your heart to make a pos itive d ifferen ce in the
-world, but you a ren' t quite sw-e ho-w?

We want to help you to disce rn God 's will for y our vocati o n . Join u s f o r a PreMinis try/Vocati o nal Dis cernment r eception. G et i nfo rmati o n a b o ut p l a n s for the
upcoming acade mic year. We will vis it the ologi cal seminaries, h o l d conve r satio n s
with promine nt people who live out their faith and v a lues i n the ir professi o n s,
participate in retreats and book discussions , assi st in l ocating fin a n c i a l r esources
for g r a duate school, and di scern how to live a life f aithfu l to God 's ca ll on o ur
lives .

Date: frldaw . . .rll 19. 20■ 2
Tl111e:5teJ•111
lecatle■: ••••••
lean■•

c•••••

\

Food will be served!

For more inrormation, contact Rev. Fay Acke r , program c o o rdinator , at 806-72 80.
Sponsored b y
The S piritual and Ethical D.im.ensio ns o f L e ader s hip Initiative
At Howard Univer s ity
H. Patrick S wygert. President
B e rnard L. Richards on, Project D irector
Funded by The Lilly E ndo wme nt

11
11
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Making An Impact, Living a Legacy
Norrell- Thomas Living Proof That
Sports Aren't Just For Men
nvC I IAUNA BRYANT
Contributing \Vri1er
n a packed Burr Gymnasium. a member of
the Howard University women's basketball
team dribbles the ball down the court. In
the same complex, thestr0ng scent of chlorine permeates the air as a memw of the Howard
University women's swimming team awaits the
start of her event.
Outside in Greene Stadium, a Lady Bison soccer player dives seinessly in from of the net in
order to block a goal auemp1. That these
women athletes arc able compete in collegiate
sports and pursue an education through academic scholarship can be direct ly auributable 10
the pioneering efforts of Ms Sondra NorrellThomas.
Norrell-Thomas has been an advocate for
women's sports at Howard for the past 37 years.
She first came to Howard as a teacher, but
quickly found in1eres1 in ath le1ics administration. After volunteering her time in the Alhletic
Department, she was soon appointed as the firs!
Coordinator of Women's Athletics in 1972.
1\vo years later, she was appointed to serve as
the first Associate Athletics Director. "My athletic director (the late Leo. F. Miles) at that lime
was an excellent person who understood that it
did not mailer the sex of the person if they were
qualified and could do the work," said NorrellThomas. "He brought me into the fold of athletics."
Working tirelessly to gain university funding
for women's athletics, Norrell-Thomas faced a
many hardships and obstacles in those early
years. but she was never undaunted in her
efforis to establish a viable women's athletic
program.
"I faced a 101 of adversity. When you try to do
something new, people rend 10 buck on you,"

I

Camille M. Harvey

Accepting Responsibility
efore I get started with my column, I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate Aisha Chaney and Elena Bergeron.
These 1wo lovely ladies will be in charge of the sports coverage
for next year's Hilltop. These ladies are talented and have a firm
understanding regarding Howard sports (what they don't know, they will
soon find out).
In this week's column, there will be something different. We as people
know that it is a whole lot easier to place the blame or point the finger at
others. But rather than point the finger at those we think are doing wrong
or aren't doing what we think they should be doing, let us accept responsibility for what we are or aren't doing. So instead of blasting others for what
they are lacking, I'll blast myself regarding my own shortcomings. But rather
than talk about all of my shorrcomjngs, let me just focus on those that per•
tain 10 my career.
First and foremost, I am the laziest person that I know. Granted, I may have
three jobs and be really involved in different organizations on and off campus, but realistically, there are very few things that I have done that have
gouen my full auention. For some of you, you should be grateful for my
laziness, because without my laziness, you wouldn't have a job. Secondly,
in the past, I showed a particular bias 10 particular teams on campus because
of some personal feelings I had for a member of that team, or close personal relationships that I had with members of the team. The only reason
that this is an issue is because; my personal bias can be seen in my work.
There is nothing more important to me than my career, and I don't ever want
that 10 be misinterpreted because of who I am or what I feel. I pride myself
i on fair, honest, and quality reporting. However, when I lei my personal feell ings interfere with my professional objective-"Houston, we have a prob1Iem."
• Now, I am preuy sure that I have lost people in terms of the meaning of
1 this column, and I wouldn't be surprised if people who normally read my
column tell me that they didn't read it this week. That's cool but here's my
point in simple terms. I don't blame anybody for things that I obviously did.
No one can be auributed to my laziness but me. My bias was my bad and
more importantly, it was a learning experience for more than one reason.
1But we as a university-that includes everybody-are quick 10 point the fin•
ger at everyone accept ourselves. We blame everyone but ourselves because
it is easier for us to accuse someone else, than to admit to being wrong. We
need 10 accept responsibility for our own actions before we can hold some
one else accountable for their actions. When we begin 10 act responsibly,
the changes that can be seen. internally and externally are tremendous. My
advice to all who read this, do some inner spring cleaning and get rid of
' those things that infect you and prohibit you from being the outstanding indi1vidual 1hat you are, and always, always accept responsibility for who you
are and what you have done.

B

I

B ison
Briefs
I
,

With finals and graduation vastly approaching, the same can be said about
the 2001-2002 collegiate athletic year. But in the midst of finals and graduation preparation, let us not forget to support our athletic teams as they
reach the home Streich.

Catch Me If You Can

I

!

flowanl Athletic Dil't'Clor Sondra Nom,11:niomas

During her shori tenure as both interim and
now director of athletics, Norrell-Thomas has
made sweeping changes in the department by
hiring 16 new coaches and staff.
"We have brough1 in new staff, brought in
new people and new ideas, and we put life back
into the a1hlc1ic program," said NorrellThomas. "Everyone is just rejuvenated with the
program and we have a lot of interest going on
now."
Norrell-Thomas, who is a strong proponent of
women taking a stand and striving for their
goals, offers the following wisdom. "II can
happen; you have 10 persevere, be strong and
understand that you are going 10 be looked at
as an outsider. But you must first do your
homework and know what you are getting
into. Just stick with it."

Double Dose
Bison Baseball to Battle Eagles in D oubleheaders
This Weekend
By ELENA BERGERON

Contributing Writer
On its surface, the game has obvious magnanimity. This Saturday's doubleheader at Banneker against Coppin State marks Bison baseball's
first home game within the District's city limits
this season. the only Division I team located in
Washington 10 play a game here. But 10 the
coaches, players and their small legion of fans, the
games have heightened significance.
"I played there most of my young life," said head
coach Jimmy Williams of the conveniently local•
ed field. Williams recalled spending his youth
playing games on the diamond when it "was wide
open" before renovations fenced it in.
'There used 10 be a Banneker League with teams
that rotated on the field when I was small. Then,
I was in a summer league there with the Capital
Rockets in the '80s, before all the local teams
moved out to [suburban] Maryland," he chronicled.
For Williams, the games wi ll be a chance to
showcase the team before a home crowd of many
of his own personal invitees as well as local baseball aficionados. The coach hopes 10 snare students and those passing by, but thinks this weekend's Black College Day at King's Dominion wilt
reduce undergraduate anendance. Besides asking
friends, family and students 10 auend, Williams

has also invited members of dcbaseball.org, a
local group dedicated 10 revitalizing DC's baseball
community, and Channel 8 10 cover the game.
"Hopefully, this will be good for all athletics on
campus," Williams said.
Of course beyond the hubbub of returning college baseball to the city are the games thcmsel ves-a set of closely matched conference
games. Saturday's doubleheader is part of a fourgame series that begins with two away games at
Joe Cannon Stadium in Hanover, MD, which incidentally is both teams' home field.
The two teams split their last doubleheader April
1st with Howard taking the first game 11-3 and
Coppin coming back 10-6, but the Bison were 51 against the team last season. Since then, however, the Bison graduated three pitchers from the
staff that now consists of only one veteran, senior
LHP Erik Causey, Friday's probable first game
starter. For team captain and senior C Charles
Maclin. the development of the young pitching
staff will be the difference in the games.
"[Coppin] is going to hit. Of all the teams in the
MEAC, they're most like us in terms of hilling, but
we've always had a little bit beuer pitching. This
year's a liuledifferent, though. You can't let them
hang around because they'll burn you," Maclin
said.
The two teams have nearly identical bauing
averages (the Bison are hitting a collective .243;
Coppin has a .245 average against Bison pitching),

but Howard maintains the advantage in ERA (4. 15
10 7.7 I) in the teams meetings this season.
The team will go wilh probable ,tartec,, freshman
RHPOean Durand (10.73 ERA. 0-5)nnd first-year
RHP Keith Sneed ( I4.66 ERA. 1- 1), who is a veteran outfielder. Freshman Ernest Craddock (2-4)
will start tomorrow in the first game of the double-header, while Duron looks 10 ge1 his fiISt win
of the season in the nightcap. Sneed ,s tentative
for Sunday's contest. They will match-up against
Coppin probables Stan Alston, the staff's ace,
and Brod Hundertmark, who got Coppin's win this
season against the Bison.
Banneker's small dimensions will also fac1or into
the game. Banneker has been es1immed at 360 feet
10 center field and 290 feet down both right field
and left field lines with only a high fence in right
to keep in long shots compared 10 Cannon, which
is 3 IO down the lines and 400 10 dead center.
"They could either be 20-run games because of
the short fences or a 5-4 type game bcc.1usc everyone with be aiming for them and pop-out or strikeout," said MacHn.
Michael Lyle, co111rib11tin,~ writer, als<Jccmtrib11ted
t<J this onicle.

The Howard University Outdoor '!rack 'Jeam will be competing at the Uni•
versity of Virginia this Saturday, April I3.

Play Ball-Bison Style

•

The Howard University Baseball team is scheduled to compete in a double header this weekend, across the street at Bannaker field, against Coppin State. The first game will start at 12 noon on Saturday, April 13.

I

Bison Tunnis
The Men's tennis team will end their regular season this Saturday, in
Annapolis, MD against the Navy. After t.his match, both teams will head
to Tallahassee, Fl to compete in their MEAC championships April 18-20.
For more informatio11 on your fm•orite sports team, check 0111
www bisonmm1ia,rom-

Compiled by Sports Editor Camille M. Han~)'

..

she explained. "I was confident that as long as
I could get somebody to listen 10 me, we were
going to get things eventually."
Winsome Davidson and Patty Siminette were
the first females 10 receive full athletic scholarships al Howard, according 10 NorrellThomas, who later left the Athletic Department
in I986 to take a position as a special assistant
in the Vice President of Student Affairs office.
When Title IX of the Education Amendments
of I972 (a bill that required universities and
colleges to give women's athletics the same
funding as men) passed. Norrell-Thomas saw it
as an opportunity that would help make her
vision a reality.
Norrell-Thomas also played a prominent role
in the formation of the Mid Eastern Athletic
Conference (M EAC) and continued to serve
both the MEAC and the NCAA. She served on
the NCAA Council, which handles all of the
organiz.ations decision-making body, from 1983
to 1986 and then from 1995-1996. She also
served on numerous commiuees of the NCAA
that the Division I Steering Commiuee, Finan•
cial Aid Commiuec and Clearing House Commiuee and the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW). She also served
on the Division I Championship and Compliance Cabinet from I997- 2000, and in September 2001 to the Division I Championship
and Competition Cabinet.
Because of her strong commitment to successful development to the MEAC. NorrellThomas became the first woman inducted into
1he MEAC Hall of Fame.
After serving in the Student Affairs Division
for 14 years, she returned to the department of
athletics 10 serve as interim athletics director.
Norrell-Thomas then proceeded 10 make history again when she was appointed as the first
female Director of Athletics a1 Howard University on May 23, 2001.
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INTERVIEW: Me'shell Ndegeocello Speaks on Life
And Times
By Devon Thomas
Mjchigan P,iilx (U. Michigan)
(U-WIRE} ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Me'shcll Ndegeocello is one of modern music's most underrated artists. She's fringed along the pop margins
for almost a decade, creating a string of classic albums. She is an unabashed
artist who doesn't compromise her art for huge record sales, nor does she
cater to the devices of the mainstream. A multidimensional singer, songwriter, musician and producer, Ndegeocello is one of the last of the true "revolutionary soul singers."
Often considered to be the predecessor to the current Neo-Soul boom (a
la Jill Scott, D' Angelo, Maxwell), her music is innovative yet nonconforming. She is an artist who would much rather blind listeners with a message than "bling, bling."
Contro,•crsial in her subject matter, but always real, Ndegeocello ta.lked
with The Michigan Daily from the Chelsea Hotel in New York about her
life, politics, the human condition, the "gay" thing, the upcoming tour and
her forthcoming studio album "Cookie: The Anthropological Mixtnpe."
released on June 4.
The Michigan Daily: What's behind the title of your upcoming album
"Cookie: The Anthropological Mixtape?"
Me'shcll Ndegeocello: There's a song by Stevie Wonder called "Misstra
Know It All." 'fyronc Cookie Goldberg is the modern day Misstra Know It
All. He reflects the record industry as I see it, as this sort of do anything.
do whatever you can to make money. That's how I came up with the title.
Also, there's a great book by Oliver Sacks, which influenced me to look at
my life "anthropologically," I'm also from the generation where my friends
made mix tapes all the time. That's how you kept up to date with information, and I wanted this record to have that vibe. Hopefully, people who arc
afraid of Napster will sec. My album is a "mix tape." I want you to copy it
for your friends and let them check it out because that's communal, that's
li fe.
TMD: The larger themes of your first three albums dealt with race. spirituality and love, respectively. Would you say your newest album is an amalgamation of all three?
MN: Yes, it's 1he last chapter in the memoir. It sums up everything I was
thinking. My album discusses where I am in my life now. It's just trying to
figure out where I fit in the world.
TMD: Your album was created almost a year ago but still hasn't been
released. How do you feel about 1he numerous pushbacks it has faced?
MN: Yeah, somebody blew up some buildings, made things difficuh. but
I understand. Everything happens for a reason and you can't really question
it because that's how you create your own suffering. I'm sure I cou ld get
upset my record wasn't coming out, bu1 instead I wrote more tunes. It's hard,
but I just have to believe waiting was good.
TMD: In a song on your new album you say we're "suffering in a world
trade paradise," which is ironic since you wrote this album months before
the Sept. 11 Attacks.
MN: Yeah, I did. That was kinda deep for me. I think that definitely hampered ("Hot Night") from being the first single. I'm fine though. People are
going to hear it regardless.
TMD: Name some artists you're currently into.
MN: The Anti-Pop Consortium is probably one of my favorite groups
right now. System of a Down is incredible. I listen to a lot of old stuff. old
BOP. I'm listening to a lot of Miles Davi1. but more of his eclectic things
with Jack Dcjohnette. l 'm totally a Dead Pres fanatic. I just bought the Tweet

record and love ii. I buy music all the time; J try 10 listen to everything.
TMD: Your work rarely gets played on MTV, BET and VH I. Are you
disappointed by that? Would you try to cater to them?
MN: Not really. It's cool. Those are just marketing tools. I'm an artist. I
want to make art. I don't want to be a flash in the pan. It's not who I am. I
just do what I do- it's really that simple. I can only hope forthe best. People will find the record and have found it. I just try to be confident in those
things.
TMD: Threaded within your album is spoken word, rock, R&B, soul, go•
go, etc. How would you label your music?
MN: Oh, I don't. Labels wouldn't really work for me, and I think we're
finding out it doesn't really work for the world.
My grandfather's Irish, so am I just black? Am I just this? I listen 10 all
kinds of music, so you can't really put me in the black demographic. Those
concepts are limiting. You can't easily define people - I' m a mother, I'm
a writer, I'm n human being. Our psychology is too vast 10 give ourselves
one label that sums us all up.
TM D: On your album you talk about being a "revolutionary soul singer.''
Define it.
MN: Aretha Franklin was a revolutionary soul singer. The original revolutionary soul singer though was Roberta Flack. I'm trying 10 make music
we can make love to and hang out, but I got 10 tell you wha1's going on with
the peoples. "Revolutionary" I feel is a misused word. To me, I' m using it
as "revolving." I'm a revolutionary; I'm revolving around a particular
momcn1 and providing a social critique.
TM D: On your new album you sang about having a "romanticized idea
of revolution" and no longer holding that to be true. Explain.
MN: One day I woke up and I really started to be a critical thinker. I read
more deeply into things. To me, the best history books are novels more so
than nonfiction. It really tells you the historical facts and events more than
any history book because this is a person who's trying to supplant his idea
into the world through the novel. l had this idea: There's never going to be
another Malcolm X or a Martin Lu1her King - there's 100 much fear
involved. Most of our black leaders are murdered. There's not going to be
a JFK; the political thing is under wraps too much, that can't happen in
today's sociery. I saw this incredible documentary about Bob Marley and it
was amazing. He said the messiah we're all looking for will not be of the
flesh, but of 1he mind, and until you can persuade people to change their
frame of mind there will always be suffering. That's why I said tha1. I realized that revolution begins within one's self. You find it when you realize
all that's good can't be caken away from you. If they can lake it away from
you, it's probably not worth having.
TMO: What's your take on the state of music in general?
MN: It's on its way up. On June 4 (her new album's release date), music
is definitely on its way upl (laughs)
TMO: What's on your mind right now, how do you feel right now?
MN: I feel good. !cut on the news andgc1 a little worried about 1he world
though.
TMD: You talk a lot about race, and same-sex relationshlp issues on your
new album.
MN: Yeah. I think we're all just trying to figure out how to be decent
human beings. Something hit me one day: We're all suffering. Everybody.
There is no hlerarehy in suffering. None. For example, the litt.le white kid
who brings home his black friend and his father goes "why'd you bring home
that nigger?" Imagine the suffering that while child is going through when
his parent jus1 embarrassed him and treated him hardly. Everybody is suffering. The white man with a million dollars, who has everything in the

world, is probably suffering. Once you get oul of this idea that "oh, no one's
suffering more than me," or "black people, they've got ii so hard," everybody is suffering, everyone.
TMD: In a recent interview you were quoted as saying, "race is performative" and "gay is dead."
MN: Yeah, "gay shit," that shit is dead. It doesn't even really exist anymore. It's totally defined by white gay males. I'm sorry, I can' t really understand why there's a difference between who I love. Now, if I'm going out
and getting my dick sucked in bmhrooms the problem is not 1ha1 J' m gay,
the problem is the shame I feel tha1 makes me do that because if you're heterosexual and doing it, that's a little problematic. We get wrapped up in this
rhetoric of"you're gay and you're sinning" - that's absolutely ridiculous.
We all want to be loved. When you're 80 and your sexual thing ain't working, the most important thing is are you wi1h somebody you love and like
to have a conversation with and is going to be there with you through the
transition. I don't harp on it anymore. People say my c.areer "go1 messed up
because I was gay'' -No. I'm just a human being - and people didn't "get"
my music. No, that is bullshit.
TMD: So you don't accept labeling yourself black or gay?
MN: Yeah, of course I'm black because that's all anyone else knows on
this planet is that I'm black. But, I'm kinda tired with black history and "we
were slaves" - I need a new story, you know. Tulk about Corne! West, Lorraine Hansberry and all the great writings of our time. Let's talk about Bayard
Rustin, a gay man, he put together the 1964 March on Washington. Let's
talk about Basquiat. Let's talk about Miles Davis and Prince and all their
great innovations in life. I'm kinda tired of the "we were slaves" and "oh,
it's so hard" and reparations, reparatjons for whnt? Everybody is suffering.
Everybody. You can't pay back suffering. you can't reparate - that's just
absolutely ridiculous.
TMD: What do you 1hink about affirmative action?
MN: I'm not versed enough in the political aspects of affirmative action.
But I did read, "Losing the Race," by John McWhorter, it's a fascinating,
book that tries to challenge what it is we are holding on10. It's just a shame
that a lot people of color can't afford to go to a universiry. Thnt's the real
issue. I'm no1 all about giving favors, but if there's a muthafucka whose mind
is ready for college and he literally can't go just because he can·1 afford it,
that's sad and that's an America problem. It's funny, we judge people by their
education and intellectual prowess, yet you can only evolve your mind mid
tap into the canon of education if you ha,'C enough money.
TMD: Whac is the main reason you're still a part of the music industry
to this day?
MN: 'Cause I'm an idiot (laughs). lt's,iust what I do. I have the best life
in the world. I ain't got no Bentley or no house, but I'm far from poor and
really, really far from being rich. I was sort of ignorant. I just wanted 10 make
some records, I didn't want to be a star. I just wanted 10 make music. That's
why I' m still here, because I have an outlet that allows me to do so.

Feed The Needy

We have Jobs
.after graduation!
SUMMER ASSISTANT INTERNS
'1

POSITIONS:

CONFERENCE ASSISTANT
HOUSEKEEPING ASSISTANT

llNEN ASSISTANT
STUDENT ASSISTANT

lOBBY MONITOR ASSISTANT

2002 Howard University

Media Sales Institute
June 2 - June 13, 2002
•!• The Institute serves as a pipeline to funnel
excellent students into tbe business of media sales.
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Applications are available in the C.B.Powell building,
Room C334A (3rd floor, School of Communications)
Questions? Call (202) 806-9249
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From shape 11p B2
goals are se1, keeping the weigh1 off for a longer period of time will be a 101 more likely. Losing aboul two
pounds per week is a good starl depending on your
weight.While 1he amounl and the conient of food iniake
is a slrong de1erminan1 in managing weight, however, i1s
1101 the only fac1or. Dieters should also consider: whelher
your life s1yle includes regular physical activity, whe1hcr
food is used to respond to specific si1ua1ions such as stress,
your physiologic make-up, and your age and health slams.After de1ermining your weigh1 and setting your goals,
its 1ime get staned. WebMD.com encourages dieters to
take four sleps while gelling s1arted. First, check with your
doctor. Make sure that your health status allows lowering your caloric intake and increasing your physical
activi1y,
Second, follow a calorie-reduced, but balanced diet that
provides for as lilt le as aboul two pounds of weight loss
per week. Include al least five servings of frui1s and veggies, grains and meats. Third, engage in physical ac1ivi1y. Start by taking the steps 10 class or parking at the
far end of 1he lot. Build up to a more rigorous form of
physical activity that you enjoy. Finally, consider the benefits of a more moderate weight loss. Losing just ten percent of your weight can lower your blood pressure.
Unfortunately, time is running out, so for those of you
who need a speedier way, consider these three optionsexercise enough to burn at least 1wo 1housand calorics,
eat at least five servings of just frui1 and vegetables, and

incorporate mean replacement products into your daily
or weekly menu such as Slim Fast or Lean Cuisine.
Studying for finals can be very time consuming, but it
doesn't have to cut into your wcigh1 loss program.
According 10 a study from the University of Wisconsin,
1hree 1en minu1e periods of exercise, and two fifteen
minute periods, and one thirty minute period were
equally effective in increasing aerobic capacity and
reducing bodyfnt.Not everyone wants to lose fat: some
want to tone up and gain muscle. Victor Downing,
sophomore psychology major, said, "I go 10 Baily's
everyday and weight train for a few hours. I use machines
and free weights working preny much all the muscles
in my body. I also changed my die1 to incorporate a 101
more protein 10 speed up the results."Hitting lhe gym
isn't the only way to build up muscles though. Cedric
Bryant, PhD, says, "Muscles don't know the difference
between a dumbbell and a two thousand dollar piece of
equipmen1, or your own body wcight."For those of us
who can'1 make it 10 the gym on a daily basis, other
options are quite effective. For example, crunches work
abdominal muscles and are a lot less stressful on your
back muscles. Simple push-ups can be a great work out
for arms, chest, and shoulders. Using 1he side of your
bed to do dips will work the back of your arms. Squats
strengthen muscles in the rear and front thigh, while calf
raises work the lower portion of your leg.
For more die1 tips and new exercises, look at
www.WebMD.com

R11nwa)i ..from bl
Tom Ford brought to Gucci new vibrant color schemes,
retro panerns and materials, and a sleek urban look. Some
famous names throughout the entertainment industry
that have s'liowcased Ford's designs and maybe the reason some Howard students thrive for 1he double "G" logo
include; Madonna, Tom Cruise, Ja Rule. Gwenyth Paltrow,
Jay-Z, Mary J. Blige, and the list goes on.
Jason Dunbar. a sophomore Broadcast Journalism major
stated 1hat his favorite item from Gucci is not necessarily any item of clothing, but instead, his sun visor and wallet. Dunbar went on to say, "I admit tbat I have bought
some items because of what I see in magazines and on
my favorite artists."
With much success comes recognition, and Ford has
plenty awards to prove it. In July of 200 I, Ford was named
Best Fashion Designer by TlM E Magazine. Other accomplishments include; four VH-1/Vouge Fashion Awards for
his works with Gucci including, Menswear and Womenswear Designer of the year in 1996, 1wo awards from
1he Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA),
International Designer of the Year for Gucci and the Womens wear Designer of the Year for Yves Saint Laurent in

2001.
ln Gucci's Spring 2002 lineup Ford provided each consumer with at least a few pieces that would hit home with
their personal likes, ranging from men's hip-hugging
shorts to le.1ther jumpsuits and for the women, straight
jackets to gothic night gowns.
Men can expect the more traditional look of faded blue
jeans with a whi1e tee and a leather jacke1, while the
women's line is a bi1more edgy while attrac1ing all eyes.
In providing many differenl shades and colors throughout the line, the predominant color of the men's line is blue
with the shades of black, gray and white, while the
women's line focuses on the shade of black and will offer
lots of khakis, bro,vns, and yellows
Along with Ford's creative prospective of designing
clothes, he also hopes to squeeze enough time 10 show his
creativeness into producing his very own film. When considering Ford and his future of producing film or his forte
of designing; if the past is any indication of what is to
come from Tom Ford and the house of Gucci, then we can
surely anticipate more stunning works of Ford's wizardry
in the seasons to come; from the runway, to rappers, to
the yard.
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Cheating

Law professor Felicia Walker. Professor Walker feels by
cheating on a tesl or an exam the s1udent is not only
putting themselves at risk with the University but 1hey
also "ha,•e a sense of achievement when in actuality 1he
By Jozen Cummings
student didn't achieve a thing." Professor Walker conHilltop S1aff Writer
tinues by noting thal most students who cheat don't really end up doing well anyway. "Interestingly enough the
The writing is on the walI. On the second floor in the studen1s who do choose 10 chem either don·1 do well in
School of Communications the sign reads:
1he end or they have done just enough getting by; either
If you are taking classes in the
wa>' stuclents who cheat really aren't good at it anyway.''
School of Communications
Unfortunately while Walker may bring up a good point,
Do the Right Thing!
the be,t cheaters can 'also be the ones who gel the best
Plagiarism
grades. "I've done some outlandish things to make the
Forgery
grade," laughs George S1ewan•, a junior Marketing
Cheating
major. Stewart, careful no110 delve into roo much detail
are WRONG!
about his tactics, tells of one incident in paniculnr. "I
A breach of ethics is punishable by
remember my French professor was giving us some of
Universily
the ma1erial that would be on our final," begins Stewart.
I
Suspension
"And everyone is sining there jotting down these notes,
Qi:
trying 10 get all the information, Preuy soon people are
Expulsion!
coming up to the professor's desk asking him all these
questions. So what do I do?" asks Stewart rhetorically.
Loud and clear, plain as day, s1uden1s in 1he C.B. Pow"In the midst of the confusion I slide the exam off the
e ll building, walking on their way to class can see that professor's desk ran 10 UGL. made a copy of the exam
when it comes 10 cheating the Howard University Adminfor myself, and la1er on went ahead and made some
istration will not 1olcrate such behavior.
more."
Since lbe dawn of time man has founJ a way to cut corThe tactic Stewart chose to use is just one
ners, to somehow manipulale lhe system. Amaiingly of many students u,ed to get the almighty "A" in
enough we as human beings have also been !aught that red ink. Some students choose to explore 01her
by performing such a devious act, the consequences are ways, such as the traditional cheat shee1 under the
deeper than a suspension or expulsion.
exam or having a designated s1udent knocking out
Nol only does the very education we worked so hard a certain amoun1 of taps to represent whether the
for come in10 jeopardy by cheating, bul what about that answer is A, B, C, etc. Yet for every problem 1here
other thing, what's it called again? Oh yeah, PRIDE!
is a solution.
"When you cheat on a 1es1 or a quiz your being hand"I definitely have some tricks up my sleeve
ed something you didn't earn," says sophomore Musical
too," says Walker. ''I'll do things like change the
Theatre major Isiah Johnson '·how can you be proud of wording of the question or the order of the answers.
accomplishments like that?" Unforrnnately Johnson's which help avoid those problems." But according
question only brings up another poini for his fellow stu- to Walker. exams are the least of her problems, "I
dents to ponder. The age-old saying goes something 1hink 1he bigger issue is plagiarism, with all the
along the lines of: "When a person cheats they're only 1echnology,the internet has to offer, it's becoming
cheating themselves."
increasingly difficult for professors to catch which
Students like *Lee Graham, a junior History major, studen1s are not doing their work."
acknowledge lhe previous statement but he also sees
In the end cheating is fundnmen1ally
cheating as a realistic tactic used by the majority of stu- wrong. A student can give excuse after excuse after
dents to get by the ever)•day struggles of college acade- excuse as to why they choose 10 chea1. Some s1umia. "I worry about my habitual chea1ing coming back dents rnay even feel as though 1heir back is up
to me someday, but it's all about the moment," says Graagainst 1he wall and they are left with no choice to
ham. "All those long hours studying, making an effon cheat. According to them· there just isn't enough
to do the good deed and take a test honestly are thrown
time to study all the material, but does this make
out the window once that "C" or "D" 1how, up on my their actions correct?
report card."
"Students need to learn to be honest with
Graham does make an interesting point. How are stu- 1hemsclves and they're professors," says Walker.
dents supposed to be discouraged from cheating when
"Even if the student is working all the time and is
all the emphasis is pu1 on the final letter grades? If tryhaving a hard time making the grade, it doesn'1
ing hard is just 001 good enough anymore then what are
make their actions justifiable. After all just because
students to do?
a person works hard and still can't pay their bills
"Own up to their mistakes,'' replies Communications doesn't mean they can go hold up a bank,"

,ettled in and ready 10 party. She hmught ou1 G. Dep, Keith Murray and Craig
started with her uptempo ditty
Mack for the "Special Delivery·· remix.
announced a national boycou of Kelly's '"Girlfriend" before slowing down the pace
Peep the paucrn here now because remixes
music and merchandise, "Someone has to and playing the piano for "How Come You WCl'c a focal point fortl1e majority of his set's
take a stand. I don't feel Mr. Kelly ,houldbe Don't Call Mc" and ·•Fallin'.·• And while remainder.
allowed to get away wi1h the manipulation Keys got rousing applause (ifs bard 10
"Don't this hit make my people wanna
of our children.'' the club ·s president, Kevin remember when she hasn't during her year- jump, jump!" Busta Rhymes ,aid, igniting
Ammons, told the Chicago ~un-Times.
and-a-half-long championship run), the the onlookers seconds after he wa, introMeanwhile. Kelly agreed within the last evelll belonged to the MCs.
duced for "Pass the Courvoisier Part 2,"
week to pay an undisclosed amount of
After 10 years in the game, Fat Joe has which preceded "i Need a Girl Parl I.''
money 10 settle a law,uit by former Epic undeniably arrived as a major crossover act.
The finale was an absorbing rendition of
Records in1crn Tracy Sam()'on, who alleged Showing that his mainstream success hasn't ''I'll Be Missing )uu." Some people were
tliat Kelly coerced her into having group se~ changed him Joc,y Crack started off with a brought to t.:ars, a, ., video montage of
when ~he wa., 17 years old. That settlement ,hort sampling of his street anthem "My
Notonou, B.I .G., Big Pun. Aaliyah, Freaky
come, af1er an earlier $250.000 settlement Lifestyle," before taking a break to dance to Tah and Eazy played on the scr.:en and a
"ith Tiffany Hawkins, who said Kelly urged the ~ounds of R. Kelly·s "Feelin' on Yo larger-than-life mural of Biggie on a white
her to drop out of school and join him in
Booty." The Kelly-featured "We Thuggin' " sheet appeared in the background. Diddy
group sex when she was 15 years old. The
followed, but tJ1e Bronx Don·s penultimate and the crowd clapped not JUsl for the
auorney who represented both girls has two moment had 10 be his performance of deceased stars, not just for e,cryone who ·s
more clients making. similar allegations.
'-What's LuvT'
succumbed 10 MOS. but for all the people
Kelly's Los Angeles attorney. Gerald MarThe trock's co-star, Ashanti, didn't come we·ve cherished and lost
golis, ,;aid Thursday his client has never had out with him, and frankly he didn't need brr.
That perlwps would have been the bt:st
se.x with an underage girl. He also said 1ha1 The women in the audience picked up the ending, because although Jay-Z brought out
the alleged 14-year-old girl in the videotape ,lack, singing Ashanti's part so loud at times mo,t of his Roe-A-Fella crew, their perforis no longer being represented by Dan Touhy.
they almost drowned out th<' beat ("Gonna mance didn't ha\~ the pre.,encc of Diddy\,
the brother of Kelly's Chicago law)er, John cul you no ,lack/ 'Cause I'm on it like that/
Cant ·ron seemed a liulc despondent per"lbuhy. "They ba,e a lawyer now compkte
Come 000111111 and put it ooonnn me"I.
forming "Oh Boy." He joined Jay, who had
ly independent of Touhy.'' said Margolis.
Anda,am~daseveryonewasfoiJoe.lhe already performed "You, Me. Him and Her"
"While we don'I think there was ever a con- ,how didn't really ,tarl until the families witl1 Beanie Sigel and Memphis Bleck while
flict, we wanted to remove any specter that took to the stage. Murder Inc., Bad Boy and Damon Dash danced. Jay\ recruils followed
people would s.1y there was a conflict."
RtlC•A-Fella, according to Ja Ruic and [n• with "Just Fire," then Jigga went the ,olo
Chicago police are continuing their inves• Goui, all almosl went out together on tour route with "Big.Pimpin'.'' Surprisingly, Jay
ligation against Kelly, but so far have come this summer, and "hat an outing it would didn't close hts own show with a song: he left
no closer to charging him. Over the last two have been. It was a friendly competition. and that up to Freeway aud Beanie Sigel. who
weeks, parents of studen1, at Oak Park- you could tell tha1 each franchise wan1ed to delivered the musical adrenaline rush "Roe
River forest High School have been inter- shine brightest. Ja uprx'<l the ante.calling the the Mic.''
viewed by Chicago poltcc about the tape,
Murderer; "the most talented record label."
Under harsh scru1iny for alkgedl)· having
after,, copy of it was rnnfiscated from a ,tu•
And for a liule over 30 minute,, he put his
with minors. R. Kelly will take a step
dent. Several parents have :1Jso reponed- mQncy whet<' his moutl1 was, rollmg out hit away from th<· scandal by doing what he
ly gone to police anll wen, asked to identi- after hit.
does best - ,inging an mspirmional ,mthem.
fy a photo of the girl thal was made from the
"Livin' It Up" preceded such monsters as
On April 23, Kelly will release the benevideotape.
"Between Mc and You" and "Pu1 lt on Me," fit single "Soldier', Heart," a song he wrote,
R&B singer Sparkle, once a Kelly protege,
for which Vita joined him. Charli Balti- produced and performed as a salute to
, said on L.A. radio recenlly that the girl is her more came out for "Down Ass Chick" and
America's armed forces, according to his
niece, who she introduced to Kelly. Reporl- CarJdillac Thh brought his gruff vocals for spokesperson.
edly, Sparkle also told the :.lation that the girl "Ain"1 It Funn).'' Ja's be:,1-receivw guest star.
Proceeds from tl1c sales of the ,inglc will
wa, definitely 14 at the time the tap.; was however, wru. Ashanli, who sang "Poolish" be donated to Army Emergency Relief
nrnde. And in other news, Def Jani president and "Unfoolish,"
(AERJ, an organiza1ion that provide, finanKevin Liles <ays that his label will do nothMurder Inc, tried to make it difficult for cial assistance to active and retired soldic"
ing to pmmole the singer's record with J;iy- anyont 10 follow; they were festive and had anJ their families and to hospitalized veterZ, Best C!f Both \l't,r/c/1. The CD was alot1ocelcbrate.TheyjustfoundoutAshan- ans in Kelly\ nati,c Chicago.
released to mediocre ,ales considering I he ti had the =l album in the country. "She sold
"Soldier's Heart," \\hich will be serviced
track record of it, artist,. Liles told "Time'' more record, than any other R&B bitch in to rndio on April 15, pays particular tribute
magazine the lack of suppon was due to the bi story their first week," Ja said.
to the soldiers who are fighting againsl terlabel wanting to steer clear of any appearP.O.. who knows a thrng or two about rorism, Kelly'< ,pokesperson said.
ance of impropriety.
blockbuster first-week sales, broke the
The song " Kelly's first solo work IO be
NEW YORK - Hip-hoppers, R&B show's momentum by bringing things to a re leased since the Chicago S1111-Timn
princesses and film and TV scars all came halt for about 15 minutes while he made sure reponed receiving a videotape in February
1ogethcrTuesday nigh1 to celebrate life and everything was straight for his crowd-rock- of Kelly allegedly havmg sc, with a 1eenagpromote messages that hopefully will help ing.
cr (see "R. KcllJ Prochlims Innocence In
us to ,u,tain it. Life Beat, the organization
Once everytbin11, was up to par, it ¼as evi- Tucu Sex Scanda l"). The Bcvt of 801!,
dedicated 10 making the public aware of how dent off the bat thut old Sean John wa, not
ltbrld.v. an album Kelly recorded with Jayto stop the spread of AIDS, put on its sec- messing around. He brought the feel of a z, wa, greeted I.1st month" ilh sales figure,
ond Urban Aid concert with some help from Broadway musical with lights. a bevy of dwarfed by thos~of Kelly's last rcle,ise, TPthe evenl's co-chairmen, P. Diddy and Rus- beautiful dancers and backup singer,. A 2.com (see " Dr. Dre. Fat Joe, Theel Weigh
sell Simmons (Click for photos from the video mon1age ofDiddy's greatest moments In On R. Kelly Sex Scnndal" J.
event),
played on n giant screen that hung above the
Kelly performed at the opening ceremony
Oiddy, Alicia Keys, Ja Ruic. Ashanti, Fat ,tage before Diddy commenced rhyming of the Winier Olympic, juM after the,tape
Joe, Musiq, the Roots and headliner Jay-Z with "Victory." Surprise guest Mr. Cheel..s surfaced, though he backed out of1ue.sday's
all graced the stage of the Beacon Theatre did the LB Slide, swaggering onstage 10 per• Urban Aid 2 benefit (see ''R. KrllJ Out, Alifor the taping of the event. Mike Epps. Ice form his "Lights. Camera, Action!'' before cia Keys In For Urhau Aid 2 Show").
Cube's main man in the ''Friday" movie he and DidJy rapped the remix.
Alicia KeJS is thinking about her next
franchis<: and in "All About the Benjamins."
From Broadway to the strip c lub: With album. The fi,e-timc Grammy winner will
served as 1he night\ host.
Tweel's "Oops (Oh My)'' pl,1ying in the start writing the LP in July, she ,aid at
The Roots crew opened wilh a hip-hop jam hackgrouod. Diddy gyrated. did the Pepper Urban Aid 2 in Ne,~ 'lbrk on Tuc,da.y....
ses"on. playing a medley of old school cov- Seed :md the played out Pee-Wee Herman Guitarist Aaron Kamin re1urned to du1y
ers, and Mu,iq followed with a brief sel of dances, bringing some dramatics to a cerc- with the Calling Tuesda.y in :-.lelbourne,
neo-soul dishes.
monious taking off of his leather jacket.
Australia. after suffering a severe electric
By the time Alicia Keys can1e on, all ~1c
Once he was cornfortable, Diddy kept his shock during sound checl. in Bangkok, Thai•
Stragglers were present and the audience was promise of delivering bits all nigh1, and land, 011 April 4 that forced the group to can-

6 Degrees.... contmued from 81
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eel that e,·enmg \ ,ho\\: In a post on the
band's Web site, singer Ale, Band said
Kamin was ''pale as a ghost" after n.-ceiving
the jolt and ;,had gom:n the strings of the gui•
tar melted in the palm of his han.J nnd fingers," ...
"The Kingpin'" of New York radio,
Funkmaster Flex, is readying his new
album, 60 Mimue, of Funk. lb/ume 5: The
Mixrape for release ,ometime this year. "I
always go for the big dogs: OMX, Ja}-Z, Ja
Rule, Fai Joe. Those are the people I wann.,
have. and those are the people I'm goi111• to
contmue to have," he ,aid on Tuesday.
··Top Dog/Underdog.'' a play by Suzan.
Lori Parks which feature, Mos Def 111 a
starring role. was awarded 1hc .2002 Pulitzer
Prize for drnma.
0,\.09.0.2
Genmg sent to the rrincipal's office may
1101 be such a bad thing after all if Ew or
Rick) Mar tin rule the ,chool. Along with
more than 1000 civic leaders and celebriucs. the Firsl Lady of Ruff Ryder, and the
hip-<w1vclinr- pop ,tar will ,crve a, principal, for a da)' as pan of an education initiative in New \ork Cit)' taking plac·e Apnl
19...
Sarah l\lcLacbl:111 and her drummer husband t\shwin Sood welcomed their first
child Saturday, a baby girl named India.
Mclachlan and the bahy are doing well.
Eminem ha, se11Jed the civil lawsuit
brought against him by the man he allegedly assaulled for kissing his then-wife Kimherly Mather;.
The rapper will pay John Guerra
SI00,000 minus uuorncy fees, an amount
Mtermined by ,t panel ot lhree impartial
auorneys who heard evidence from hoth
!tidc-s in what is knoo·n as a case cvaJua£ion,
Although Emincm', ,mornq. Peter Peacock, told The Mmw11b Daily tl1e settle•
ment was more than hi, client hoped to pay,
and Gucir.i·s attorney, John Gaber, said it
was less lhan his client wanted. both agreed
to the sum rather than taking the case 10
trial. Neither party admits to liabi lity or
wrongdoing under 1he ,ettlemenl. which
was reached in Mt. Clemens, Michigan.
Guerra ,ucd Eminem for as,aull and
in1en1ional infliction of emotional distre.ss
a few days after the rapper confronted hun
outside lhe Ho1 Rock Sports Bar and Music
Cafe in Warren. Michigan, m June 2000,
allegedly striking him several times in the
head with an unloaded handgun.
"I truly believe he was going to kill me.
He was in such a rage.'' Guerr• said at the
1ime (;ee "Emincm Sued Il) Alleged
A,;.sault Victim"). "I actually lived 1hrough
a nightmare and sun iveJ a nightmare."
In a criminal Ca'.'le ~temming from the
same incident, Eminem pleaded guilly to
carrying a conccalcJ weapon and is currently serving prohation (sec •'Emincm
Gets Tu·o Years' J>robntion In Weapon
Case"). The rapper is serving a separate
probation for hrandishing the same gun
earlier that day 10 an affiliate of th.: Insane
C lown Posse (sec "Eminem Gel~ Probation For Pulling Gun At TCP Run-l o").
The run-ins were especially !ugh-profile.
a~ they occurred the ,ame week Eminem's
The Manl,a/1 Marh,•rs LP debuted .it the
top of the Billboard album, chan, ,elling
a record 1.76 million copies. 1he mos1 for
an} solo act (see "Emincm Scores Sales
Record In Busy Ch ari Week'').
The Guerra incident garnered additional

anention when Eminem filed foe divorce
from Kimberly Matl1e1s two months later
(see "Eminem Files For Dhorce"J.
Guerra\ attorney told 71,e Maam1b Daily
that hi< clicn1\ kiss was a friendly gesture
of goodbye. "It's nol like lhey \\ere climbing into a back seat to make out or anylhing," he ,aid.
Emincm's third album. The Eminent
Sho,,; is due ~lay 28 (see " The Doc's
Diagnosis: F.minem Still Cr-..12) ").
l\EW YORK - The fiN rule when
vou're about to drop ,75 to$ 150 on a coacen licket should be "Do your research."
Anyone who expe<:ted a ,traightforward
greatest-hits retro,pecuve from Prince at
Cincoln Center', Avcrv Fisher Hall Tuesday night will have IC; write thdr price}
ticke1 off a, a line for laziness After all, any
artisl who is a, unprcdictabl.: a, Ptin.:c ha,
historically been should warrant no less
than a quick Google search for set lists.
Therein, the ,c,entif,c fan "ould find that
"Little Red (\1rvc1tc" mid "When Dmes
Cry" .um'I bloody lltcly, Rather, 1iuc~ o 1
the One ~Ian Alone Tour draws fr,,m
Prince's most recent puhlic release. 11,e
Rainho11· Childrm. an occa,ional obscuri,
ty, a few le"-ob,ious oldie, such a, "When
\ou Were Mine," and <ome jammed-out
cove" like the Oelfonics' "I.a La Means I
Low You" ,u,d Er) bh l!.1J11\ "Didn't Cha
Know." The resul1 i, a show mo,lly tailored
for current fan, of the man', mu,i.:, not just
lu, legend.
The lwo-hour set began ~, the album
hcg111s, with a di,tortcd ,~okcn "oro ,.
leading mto the title trnck ii 1au.) battle cry for the new Prince "concept, a
continuation of the New Power Generation idea or the Cmllrtl\'fr.,y-cra call.
repositioned a, 1he reproduction of the
)';ew Breed Leader ("Stand up. organize'").
Apr 10, 2002) Some may be surprised
that a black show is beating its wh ile
counterpart rn the ra1ing,. After all, that
is a feat seldom accomplished in TV
land
• When comparing "I Outh :-ind Par!." 10
Carson Daly\ TRL "Total Request Live"
the ,imilartties arc nppnrcn1. Same video
countdown format. but one is doing better in 1he ,a1ing, than the other. Can you
guess which Qne? "l06 & Park ," which
air, al 6 p.m. ET. draws 6D.000 viewer
a day. Carson Daly's '·To1al Request
Live," which air, at 3:30 p.rn. ET. bring,
in just over 651.000.
The BET show has succeeded 111
accomplishing a ,i1 tual coup de-tat and
has b~com\.~ the :-.l,1ti1ln', most popular
,how ever while doing so.
UMG JS BEING PROTECTIVE : Big
label to use tech to p rotect CO relea\cs from its stab le
(Apr. IO. 2002) 'According to BMG
Distribution president and CEO, Pele
Jone,, promotional CD, frQm BMG
l:1bels will be incorporated with copy
protection.
The protection will be used on prerelease review copic~ and orti~t ~am~
piers issued within the Unit,·d State, by
labels including Arista Record,, RCA
~Ju,ic Group and BMG Mus ic Canada.
Consumer CDs will not be affected.
BMG declined to revea l which technol0g)' providers it will be working with.
+
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Bush: Price of Oil
Threatens Recovery
President Bush said spiking oil
prices could damage the nation's
fragile economic recovery. But he
also declared he is prepared to con•
sider a range of options to ease the
pain If Iraq's 30•day cutoff of oil ex•
ports exacerbates the problem.
"Bad energy policy, or the failure
to have energy policy. or the fact that
we·re dependent upon unstable
countries is a reason why I do not be·
lieve that we're out of the economic
woods yet," the president said in an
interview with The Wall Street Jour•
nal. The potential for an oil shock Is
a reason "why we've got to be very
cautious about making bold predic•
lions about the economy. We're an
energy•dependent nation.·
The president said the oil scare
underscored his arguments for Con•
gress to pass an energy bill he has
proposed, especially its provision
calling for drilling in the Arctic Na•
tional Wildlile Refuge. But Mr. Bush
also made clear that he is willing to
consider more•lmmediate steps to
olrset.an oil problem if necessary. He
specifically refused to rule out tap•
ping the nation's strategic petroleum reserve or a reduction in gasoline taxes if necessary. ·we·u 1ook at
all options" if the Iraqi threat ere•
ates a problem, he said.

Hiring Begins Anew,.
But Pace Is Slow
Employers are beginning to hire
again, but with a caution that shows
the recovery races stiff headwinds.
Aside from agriculture jobs, pay•
rolls rose 58,000 in March from Fel>111ary. the first increase in eight
months. the Department or Labor
said. But the overall employment
picture hasn't changed much: Job
creation remains tepid. The govern•
ment revised February·s data to a
decline of 2.000 jobs Instead of the
originally reported gain or 66.000.
And the pace of job creation was too
slow to keep the unemploi•ment rate
from rising to 5.7% from 5.5%withln the range It has been stuck in
since November and well above ils
prerccession low of 3.99'<.
The battered manuracturing sec•
tor does appear to be turning
around. but whether that is sustain•
able remains a question. Manurac•
turir.g employment sank 38,000, its
20th consecutive monthly decline but
the smallest drop since the end or
2000. Posts wllh temporary•stafling
firms. many or which rm jobs for
manufacturers. jumped 69.000. the
second straight monthly increase af.
ter plunging steadily since the fall or
2000.

Softening Support
Do you approve or disapprove of the Job
George W. Busll is doing as president?

.~~.~'.'!...........................................
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60
·················"·'····
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.. ~.o.............................................
..?A........ .......... , ···············;;····.
Disapprove
0
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2001
2002
Note: margin or error b <to/- 3-2 percentage points
Souroe: The
Strett Jot.rnaVN8C ~ • Poll
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and Bank of America Corp.

Sony to Sell Soaps
As Reruns on Web
In a first step toward an Online
pay.per-view market for television
reruns. Sony Corp. 1vill begin selling
access to old episodes of two soap operas on its SoapClty Web site.
Eplsoctes·or "Days or Our Lives"
and "The Young and lhe Restless"
initially will be offered ln audio form
only. Viewers who subscribe to the
service. which ls expected to be
launched by the end of May. will see
some still photos from each scene as
they Jlsten. But the move is an early
test of viewers· Interest in accessing
entire TV shows on the Web.
Efforts to put shows online have
run Into complicated rights issues
Involving producers. broadcasters,
syndications and international dis•
tribution deals. Indeed, that is one
reason Sony will start with episodes
from 1998. The company. whieh pro•
duces the two soaps. already has the
rights to retransmit those episodes
in audio. The service is expected to
cost between S2.99 and S7.99 for a
monthly subscription. and will post
an episode a day In lhe same se•
quence in which they were broad•
cast.

Oprah to Reduce
Book Endorsements

Denim's Lucky 'Seven'
How $100-Plus Jeans
Became a Hot Seller;
Fixing 'Gap' Problem
By TERI AGl!<S
n a recent eplSOde of "Will
and Grace," a racy Jove
scene between actors Debra
Messing and Mall Damon
also happened to constitute a
fashion moment. The closeup
or Ms. Messing·s Jeans revealed
squiggly stitching across the back
pockets-the logo of Seven jeans. the
hottest upscale denims on the mar•
ket and among the priciest at more
than S100 a pair.
This wasn't an intentional "prod•
uct placement" paid for by the apparel company. In ract, the makers or
Seven Jeans don't advertise at all.
Many people have never heard of
their brand, which has been on the
market for about 18 months. But
trendy boutiques can't keep them in
stock because rashionistas- and In•
creasingly mainstream wannabesoften buy several pairs al a time.
The scarcity is part of a subtle
marketing approach. In order to cor•
ral influential supennodels, fashion
editors and stylists who dress
celebritles. Seven eschews most de•
partment stores and instead lllrgets
the exclusive boutiques where they
shop. including New York·s Scoop,
Barneys New York and Fred Segal in
Los Angeles. This has helped the
brand capture a multitude or editor•
ial mentions in magazines such as
Lucky. Allure. Elle. and Roiling
Stone, all of which stirs buzz. Two
young actresses are wearing Seven
jeans on the cover of vanity Fair's
March Hollywood issue.

0

All the Right Curves

But what Seven is really selling is
fit. Seven Jeans have become the star

ln a new niche ol expensive denims.
popular for several years now. that
are tight·fitting and low•slung:
Think Britney Spears. They empha•
size a shift in consumer preference
to celebrate a more curvacious der•
riere, a look often compared to that
of actress Jennifer Lopez (who intro•

duced her own J.Lo by Jennifer
Lopez Jeans collection last December).
Shopper Tina Dendy, for ex•
ample. says her backside is so
flat that it could have been
sliced off by those sharp knives
sold on late•nlght tele11sion.
"I've never had Jeans that got
rid of my Ginsu butt!" she says.
"But Seven jeans gave me a
curvy butt for the first time,"
says Ms. Dendy. a 30-year-old
San Diegan who works ln auto•
mobile sales for Lexus.
"They're expensive bul worth
it, be<:ause the fit is Just so
amazing."
·seven for all Mankind"
jeans- simply known as
Seven-are manufactured by
L•Koral Inc. Just on the edge or
the Los Angeles garment dis•
trlct. The brand racked up S3
million in wholesale sales in its
first nine months of businesswhich began in September
2000. During the next three
months, il shipped S9 million.
And now. Seven expects to do
between S50 mlllion and S70
mlllion In 2002.
The Jeans are lhe brainchild of
three experienced jeans makers in
Los Angeles. whO knew that it took
more than a Calvin Klein•size adver•
Using campaign (which they could·
n't afford anyway) to sell women on
jeans that retail ror as much as S.140,
for the most expensive streteh demln
model. First and foremost was to de•
sign "a fit that was more versatile
than any or the ones out there." says
Michael Glasser, one or the partners.
Like the other fashionable jeans
on the market. Seven jeans come in
11-ounce or 14-ounce denim. with or
without streteh. and in more than a
dozen finishes (styles with names
such as "New York." "Milan" and
"Alamo") distinguished by their sub•
tie. distressed shadings, including
the whisker•like fading across the
legs or a bleaehed crease line down
the front.
But the real secret ls a universal
cut that fits a cross•section of baby
boomers as well as string.bean mod•
els. Some women think they look
curvier In Seven jeans because the
pockets fall higher on the buttocks,

high•end boutique that
caters to the college '
crowd in Madison, Wis. ·
These women, as in any
era when designer jeans
were in vogue. are sta1t•
Ing to wear Jeans when
they go out, lo clubs and
nice restaurants. says
Mr. Lamey. "They want
their Jeans to turn
heads."
Good Timing

Seven's timing was
rortunate. After the designer Jeans craze of the
1980s, Jeans receded to
casudl wear during the
1990s. But a few years ago
they started swinging
back into high fashion,
when brands like Earl..
Diesel and even Levi's
came out with jeans
priced over SIOO. Versace '
and other high.end designers have always sold
upscale jeans for 5250 and
3 more, but these new
brands are aimed at ordl•
nary folks who used to wear Gap or
Lee. Retailers including Neiman:
Marcus and Barneys. which hadn't
focused on Jeans for years, began
stocking up again. Joining those
styles were others such as Juicy. '
Miss Sixty, Paper Denim and Cloth
and Joe's Jeans- brands that are
sold only in boutiques and not adver•
lised.
That's why Bop. the Wisconsin '
boutique. carries all those brands. •
"We used to think that we needed an•
other S50 Jean ... says Mr. Lamey.
"But now we·re selling more jeans at ,
SIOO and over. than under."
Seven uses a time-honored high•
fashion technique: It limits produc•
tion so that some shoppers have to
wail months before they can actually
purchase. The contractors Seven
uses can only turn out 100,000 pairs a
month for its roughly 300 retail ac•
counts ln the U.S.. plus stores in
Japan. Canada and London. And
keen not to Rood the market. Mr.
Glasser says the company" turns
down orders. ·we aren't looking to
put Sevens into any more stores." he
says.
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optically enhancing their behinds.
Others think it's because the pockets
are lower. Realily: They're both, de•
pending on the model or jeans. But
Mr. Glasser says pocket placement is
just one or the tweaks that Seven
uses. Another has to do with a "hook
ln the pattern of the croteh." sewn at
an angle that "lifts up the butt." Mr.
Glasser says.
Just as Important is getting a
sleek stance In low.rise jeans, with·
out the dreaded •;gap"-the fabric
that balloons out at the back or the
waistline when a woman sits down.
exposing a little too much. Getting
rid of the gap is harder on women's
jeans because women ·s figures are
more hOurglass•shaped than men·s :
some fashlonistas even have their
jeans altered to squeeze the gap.
F'dns say Seven stretch Jeans in par•
ticular are gap-rree on most body
types. Jerome Dahan, Seven's de•
signer. ·spent lot of lime massaging
the fit," says Mr. Glasser. ··This is
not just luck.'.
For the Seven customer. the Jeans
arc all about how the backside looks.
says Robert Lamey. owner or Bop. a

Scalpers
Now Face

In a significant blow to the book·
publishing business. talk•shOw host•
ess Oprah Winfrey is ending Oprah ·s
Book Club as a monthly feature. It
will instead, appear only on occasion.
"It has become harder and harder to,
find books on a monthly basis that I
reel absolutely compelled to share,"
By Jt/UA MCll'IN
said Ms. Winfrey.
cet the newest competition
The feature provided a huge
for ticket scalpers: Ticketboost in sales to the authOrs lucky
Andersen's Duncan
master.
enough to be chosen. And for pubSince January. Ticket•
lishers, according to a top publishing
Pleads Guilty
master has been quietly al•
executive. an Oprah selection was
lowing season llcket hold•
worth as much as S2.5 million per Ii·
The A1thur Andersen LLP part•
ers
to
the
Columbus.
Ohio. Blue Jack•
tie
to
the
bottom
line.
ner ln Charge or the Enron Corp. acets hOckey team to resell tickets on a
count pleaded guilty In federal court
special portion or U1c team·s Web site.
Odds & Ends
in Houston to obstruction or justice.
Now. Tlcketmaster plans to roll
turning the tables on his former em•
In a bid to end conflicts or inter• out this feature. which it calls Ticket•
pJoyer and handing prosecutors a
est among wau Street research ana• master Marketplace, to more teams
potent weapon in their criminal case
lysts, a New York state court order and events. The system Is designed to
against the llrm.
instructed Merrill Lynch & Co. to compete with the scalpers, ticket broDavid Duncan's move could have
overhaul its research on companies kers and onllne auction hOuses like
a profound impact on the case,
that are also investment-banking eBay Inc. 1hat are the main sources of
which has roiled the accounting ln•
clients and to disclose to investors last-minute tickets to sold-out games
dustry and spurred congressional
whether the firm has or intends to and musical performances.
calls ror greater oversight or corpohave an investmen\•banking rela•
It's the beginning or a massive
rate governance. It raises the
tionship with a corporate client. ... shift for Ticketmaster, the industry
chances that Andersen. struggling
Sending a worrying signal that busl• giant. Ticketmaster has already
for its survival, will have to accept
ness investment in new technology moved about one•th!rd of its business
the government's terms ii it wants to
remains weak, International Busi• to the Web. Now it's using the Internet
settle the pending obstruction indict•
ness Machines Corp. said its rev• to force some changes on the tradi•
ment against the firm. Andersen
enue and earnings ln the first quar• tionaJ ticketing business.
said tills week it will cut some 7,000
ter would fall well short or market
Its first venture takes on the sojobs, or27%of its 26,000 U.S. employ•
expectations.
called
secondary market for sports
ees.
By Jay Hershey
tickets. Later this year. Tlckelmaster
Meanwhile. an amended classplans to launch "dynamic" pricing,
action lawsuit filed on behalf or En• How lo contact us:
which could allow rans to bid for conron investors alleges that nine major
cert tickets rather than sleeping in a
banks and securities firms and two campus E<1lt1on@wsJ.com
line overnight to be among the first to
national law firms participated in a
get a seat.
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
scheme with Enron·s top executives
Ticketmaste1· can make the re•
to defraud shareholders and credi• • The job-market outlook for jour- selling
or tickets more "transparent
tors. Defendants added to the suitnalism grads
and fair." says its Chief executive.
originally filed in October against
Pleasants. "Right now, lhere·s a
Enron, several of lts executives and • Advice on conducting a last• John
perceived shadiness to this market ...
minute
Job
search
Andersen - include Merrill Lynch &
he says.
Co., Credit Suisse First Boston. Citi• • How to choose between two top
Tlcketmaster hopes that fans will
group Inc .. J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. business schools
prefer to buy tickets from a team• or
event•sanctioned site, where they can
be sure the tickets are legitimate and
can get the tickets S<!nt to them bye•
mail. It believes that market or buy•
ers will lttre sellers. who might other•
wise have posted their llckets on eBay
for a higher price.
But critics say Tlckelmaster al•
ready has too much power and
shOuldn'l be allowed to enter so many
segments or the market. They worry
that Ticketmaster could set aside
some seats rrom its initial ticket sales
in order to sell them at higher prices
through secondary bidding. "If Tick•
etmaster
holds back all the good seats
8e successful in class and your career with The Wall Stre-et Journal - In print and onllne.
for
itselr
and
never makes them avail•
Subscribe today! Visit subscrlbe.wsj.com/student er call 1·800·975·8602.
able for the public, then it makes lt
harder ror us." says a ticket reseller
in Deerfield. Ill.
Ticketmaster's Mr. Pleasants responds that ·we absolutely 100%
would never do that. We don't manipulate inventory; it's illegal ...
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All HILLTOPICS

T HE HILLTOP

Felicitations to B.AP.Z

HJ]LLTO JCS

are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday before
publication date.
STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF
ooouncements by campus organizaTOP PRICES PAID
For Used And Unwanted Toxtbooks
tions for meetings,
With Resale Valu e
iminars or nonprofit are charged as
TAJ Book Service
Licen
sed Since 1989
individuals
800-223-TAJO
(202)722-0701
advertising for the
purpose of aooouocing a
·
d
The Omega Train I, Coming.......
rvice, buying or selling are charge --- - - -- -=---- - - --=---- ----;5 for the first 20 words and $1 for
SELMOs~{mWi8urresents
every additional five words. Local
Graduation Celebrity Celebration/
ompaoies are charged $10 for first

W words and $2 for every 5 words
ereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the
rst 10 words and $1 for every addition al 5 words.

Alumni Reunion
PArJ'oISE
600 Maryland Ave. SW
FeaturiA'fu.C-:J:1~~1
Added
0
Any questions ~mail yolo_ent@yahoo.com

-?cfri t;~~

- --- ----Sat,---------April
13, 2002
College Hip Hop Fest at Kings D ominion
Pe rforming Live Mobb D eep, Cee-LO, Fabol ous,
RuffE ndz

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Get yourticket outside of Cramton Auditorium
$4S.00 Cash Only
Please Have Exact Change
There will be NO tickets sold at
Kings Dominion
•
Limite d tickets available!!!
For more inforamtion cal1 (202) 369-4043

4-A--02

From your spec, Midnight Intrigue 12•A·
00

Congratulations to the Spring 2002
Sorors ofZeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc., Alpha
Chapter!!

Congratulations to Dynasty 6-A-01
Without yourguldane<,.... thay would have
been left to the bumlng sands.

S1>ring 2002-Thc Usual Sus~oc1Z
l. Alicia -Marie Johnson z.k.a. Crcat E"pect2tlorr ...
2. LaOuannta Flowers z.k.a.Poetic Jusflce
3. Neille Simon z.k.a.J'lctuni Pcrfttt
4. Courtnev Jackson z.k.a. B.A.P.S
5. Tamam b ues z.k.a.l\fatrb:
6. Roslyn Douglas z.k.aSixtb Senw
7. Samantha r..;a Hee z.k.a.D?l!"la
8. Maritza Nelson z.k.a.Devll t Advocate
F-forever stay true blue
I-Illuminate the world
N-never falter In the pursuit of&oatz
£.endure through the bad tfmez
R-remcber all IQ,onz learned
Hu~and Dovez
•Z:.:A.0 I

To3•A--02
Welcome to the
Blue and White Phamlly
From your !>J)CC
11-A-OO

If Anyone has found a pair of prescription glasses on the
8th floor of the West Towers pleas e
call 612-9860
The Hllltop....get into It

"Too many colnclden«s are not a coincidence at
all.... they're a pwn."

Applications for The Hilltop-Business are
due today!!!!

The road wilt long and hard, but I never doubted
you. ft'• no colnc:klmce- that you are where you are
today.

The Omega Train Is Coming, ..,...

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION KICKOFF
OFFERED DURING SUMMER SESSION 1
REGISTER ONLINE NOW APRIL 1S-28

Fratern.iti~ . Sororities
Clubs.:Student Groups

dlr;'•...,,,.. wffh ProQr. ..:... V b - ~ •
.,....0r,
.......

tf'). . . . .

A Quote to know from an SO Rho
"G.lve the world the best yo u have and the best will
come back toi,:ou"
•Mary Al nge .,
. ere

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the
I f'..2!t12A~e,,.!l..lJ!
easy Campusfundraiser.com
2,00.,..... to 4.00pm
three hour fun draising event. Does not 1-- - - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - - 1 1 " ' °t' GI W I ~
T ~ ~,,-,,an w,,J ....,,,,.,,,,,. A ~
involve credit card
0/,.,,., 'on
applications. Fundraisin!Z dates are filing
WHtD#llfDOnf
THINKING
ABOUT
GOING
TO
LAW
SCHOOL?
~ b u n , Un1.,,,_,..ty C.,.,,,,,
quicklY, so call today'l Contact
Campusfunoraiser.c9rp at (888) 923-3238,
Toke a modified LSAT Field Test and
1 ~
'10:00am to 4:00pm
or VlSlt
geta detaile d scorereport
,,._,
www.camousfundraiser.com
~ & J ~ ~IMN~ldlu,p
D ates:
t..o...-,1g,r., ;: • l!JIH7'f(),_ ~ , . , , . , . . , " " " - , , , ~
Te.,.oti""
........!o
~ ,.,.Jt& I slO ..... ..,,a, .,_.fOiiil: ac,.,.,.,..
The Omep Train It Comins,......
Tuesdlj_~
April
231 2002
..,, - - - ..,., , ••• - Ano•- - ••
(10-12PNl, 2-4PM,4-6PM)
,,.,_,.,_,_m r,,.,,_
~OIA.IOSiNd• pt~r,gc:o,: ..,... Melif:
Digital Cameras great Price $49.99!
Wednesdayl ~pril 24,2002
,....._• ..,..,. ,,,_, __ _, ~ Perfect for s tudents, camera is 3 cameras
(10-12Plvl, 1-3 PM)
"_
_,......,c,.,_~
none ! take p ictures, vi,deo conferencing,
1 1 :OOam t o 1 : 00pn1
10 sec videos
There are IlIDl
. ·1e d sea!S a vai·1a bl e ,or
~ th'1s opportun1
·ry ·i a•oo'-u"'
•-..-,.,,,, .,..,......,. ,.
1 .,._,
Rem:ster at the
..:mJ ......4QlOIIIIClili,..Dttl ... IQ"
Get your today for _only $49.99 + shipping
Center for
-,hOOl,_,e.,_,,,.•• ~,,..._,.,
Go to: www.themternetruler.com
Preprofessional Education
~ A Y . ./\f'f!!b ,z
The Howard Center, Suite S18
•'lz'3i>oii,,o:z,3opm

---•-c:.o-o.,,

GI<-•--...
0

REWARD!!!!!
REWARD!!!!!
REWARD!!!!!
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BEWARE!
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IF ANYONE HAS FOUND A
RED AND BLACK NORTHFACE BOOKBAG
LOST
IN BLACKBURN
PLEASE CALL (301) 98S-1S9S

6 :00pm to 8:00pm
C4J I
O .n1r,,,,r.,,,.,.,. HMf U.,.,,,ng
"'-t;:l,/'Jurr,~ r F-on.Hn 4, Au,,;t,tonun,

~ - - - l'J'H,I' WoUJing,o,, t>C

wtlhHtJ'•~•~•
:tA . . ., . . . ...., ffWN'lfOr6 too......, oco,...,....

, .. r<,JfT. . . . . . . .

The Poodle 1hrln Is comlng aoon!

C.he.e. V"'le.ad i V\9 TV"'yov\.+s ! !
We are looking for White and Blue
Squad Cheerleaders for 2002-03
Mandatory Clinic - W e dnesd ay, A p r il 1 7,
2002 @ 4pm in the Burr G ymnasium
$'10 nonrefundable registration f e e
Cash or money orders only - no checks.

Tryout D ays:
Thu r sday, April 18 @
4pm in the Burr
Friday, April 19 @
4pm in the Burr
P i o •- - w ear t -•hlrt, shorts a nd
prope r sneak.ors

Reunion Workers
Neected
$50 per day
Thursday, May 9, 2002
Friday, May 10, 2002
Saturday, May 11, 2002

8am to 2pm
8am to 4pm
7am to 3pm

IP~ AfflEtij}

i-~®wmird lJY!lllV~mnfy
Gnnilllloong

am§ of ~002

§~nio!l Recepti(,n
April 26, 2002
6:00pm
Cl

~

Additionally, we need workers
for the Reunion Children's Program
Saturday, May 11, 2002
5:00pm to 12:30am
Facilitated by Crayon Events, LLC
Compensation based on experience

---------- ---- -- ------

For more information, please
contact Ms. Jeraldene
Shorter with the Department
of Alumni Relations
at (202) 806-5857, or visit the
Alumni Office
located at Howard Hall, 607
Howard Place, NW.

- --

Dr.earn Nightclub
1350 Okie Street-NE
Washiqgton, DC

Sponsored by
The Department
of Alumni Relations

Must be 21 or older

(202)-806-6019 or
Howardalumni@howard.edu
Contact:

